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Serbs escalate
tensions, test
peace-keepers

Monday Feature
by David Coehrs

Desk
clerk
loves
her
job
Employee gives students credit for 'keeping her young'

University Union hotel manager and 23-year staff member Margie
Mills assists Justin Tharp at the Union Information desk. Mills

o

.^^ he may be the most
V^/ recognized face on
campus. And she just plain
loves University students.
She's Margie Mills, that familiar person behind candy
and newspaper sales at the
Union information desk. And

two years ago she delayed retirement to stay among her
student friends.
"I enjoy being around these
kids," she said. "It keeps me
young."
A 23-year University employee, Mills also manages the
Union hotel, follows Falcon

by Robert H. Reld
The Associated Press

SARAJEVO, BosniaHerzegovina - A NATO jet
swooped over a besieged northern town Sunday after Bosnian
state radio claimed Serb warplanes destroyed a bridge in an
attack similar to the one that
provoked NATO retaliation.
Neither NATO nor the United
Nations could confirm the reported attack on Maglaj, a town
held by Bosnia's Muslim-led
government about 40 miles north
of Sarajevo. Bosnian Serb militiamen surrounding the enclave
have refused to allow U.N.
peacekeepers or officials to go to
Maglaj.
Bosnian Serbs ridiculed the
government's claim, accusing
the Muslim-led Bosnian army of
faking an air strike.
"There have been no [air]
bombardments of Maglaj," said a
statement from the Bosnian Serb
military in Banja Luka "The socalled Army of BosniaHerzegovina, following its old
recipe, sets fire to heaps of old
tires, wishing to create an impression of bombardment of the
town."
Bosnian radio and the television in neighboring Croatia said
Serb planes targeted Maglaj's
only bridge, which spans the Bosna river, destroying the structure.
Such a raid would be a flagrant
violation of the no-fly zone imposed by the U.N. Security Council over Bosnia. It also would be a
challenge to NATO, which has
been patrolling the zone since
April and has begun showing a
new resolve to act forcibly
against warring parties in the
former Yugoslav state.
Two U.S. Air Force F-16 fighters shot down four Bosnian Serb
fighter-bombers in central Bosnia last Monday. U.N. officials
said the Serb planes were attacking Bosnian government targets.
Gen. Rasim Delic, commander
of the Bosnian army, reported
the alleged bombing to Lt. Gen.
Sir Michael Rose, commander of
U.N. peacekeepers in Bosnia, and
demanded "more effective"
NATO action. Bosnian radio said
Serb artillery also shelled Maglaj
after the air attack.
There were other signs Bosnian Serbs were testing NATO.
U.N. officials said Saturday
they found six Serb howitzers in

said she has enjoyed spending time with University students during her two decades at the University.
hockey and remains on a firstname basis with professors and
campus administrators.
In fact. Mills, who admits to
being "60-ish," said she has
made many friends from her
excellent campus vantage
point. She said many know her

by name and often stop to say
hello.
The friendships extend to
alumni who send her Christmas cards and occasionally return to visit. One such notable
is Roger McDowell, University
See MILLS, page three.

the immediate vicinity of Sarajevo, in apparent violation of a
NATO ultimatum that all heavy
weapons around the besieged
capital be withdrawn or put
under U.N. control.
Although the Serbs denied the
howitzers violated the ultimatum, U.N. officials said the Serbs
agreed to withdraw the weapons.
On Sunday, U.N. officials reported another shooting by Serbs
near positions held by French
peacekeepers in southern Sarajevo. Senior U.N. officials met
with Bosnian Serb and Bosnian

Recen^erb
incidents
«r Bosni^Ta^iorcportctfSerbs™
destroyed a bridge in an air attack
Sunday, a violation of the UNimposed no-fly zone over Bosnia.
• On Saturday the UN found six
Serb howitzers near Sarajevo,
which violates the NATO
ultimatum to withdraw heavy
weapons.
r The UN reported shooting by
Serbs Sunday in Sarajevo.
government officials in an effort
to bolster the nearly 4-week-old
cease-fire around the city.
Serb forces fired at French
U.N. troops near Sarajevo's Jewish cemetery Saturday night, in
what U.N. officials said was a deliberate attack on peacekeepers.
One French soldier was slightly
injured, a U.N. spokesman, Maj.
Rob Annink, said. French troops
returned fire.
It was the second incident in
three days involving French
peacekeepers at the contested
hillside cemetery in southern
Sarajevo. On Thursday, French
troops returned fire when Bosnian Serb snipers shot at them.
With the cease-fire between
Serbs and Muslim-led government forces under strain, the
U.N. chief representative in the
former Yugoslavia, Yasushi Akashi, flew to Sarajevo on Sunday.
He met with Bosnian Serb
leader Radovan Karadzic in the
Serb stronghold of Pale east of
Sarajevo and later in the city
with Bosnian President Alija
Izetbegovic. Akashi said he made
progress toward reopening Tuzla
airport, which has been kept
closed for months by shelling
from Serb artillery.

Generalfee distributed among organizations
by Leah Barnum
News staff writer
Student government groups
were among those granted the
most money from the studentfunded general
fee, which was
distributed
Saturday
among the 57
campus organ$
izations who
had completed
CGFA
their petitions.
ocess
The Undergraduate Student Government and the Graduate Student
Senate were alloted much more

As

money than most other organizations, with $31,073 and $25,000,
respectively.
Other groups granted large
portions of the $370,818 available
for allocation were Student Activities, which received $29,600,
and Cultural Events, which
received $21,500.
The amount allocated for the
1994-95 school year has been increased by 5 percent, or $17,658,
from last year's total of $353,160,
according to Christopher Dalton,
vice president for planning and
budgeting.
The money was distributed by
the 16 members of the Advisory
Committee on General Fee Allocations, a committee consisting

INSIDE
E

entirely of students this year.
The committee is chaired by
USG President Jason Jackson.
The meeting was conducted by
the former vice president of student affairs, Robert Arrowsmith.

The decision is totally up to the
members of the committee - all
students this year, said Ron
Zweirlein, interim vice president
for student affairs,
"The decision is based upon

groups' petitions, and how sucOnly one group, BG 24 News,
cessful they've been in past was given less money than it
years," Zweirlein said. "Most of received previous years, because
the returning groups will get
money if their programs have
See ACCF A, page three.
been successful."

USG, Student Activities, GSS top ACGFA recipients
by Leah Barnum
News staff writer
The following are some of the petitioning groups who received the most general
fee money for the 1994-95 school year In
order from most to least:
O Undergraduate Student Government:
$31,073.Last year received $32,000.

A non-profit organization.
The Christophers, is sponsoring a video contest for
college students. The theme
Is "one person can make a
difference.
» Page 4

O Student Actlvities:$29,600. Last year
received $30,000.
O Graduate Student Senate:$25,000. Last
year received $24,014.
O Cultural EventK$21,500. Last year
received $21,300.
a Campus Escort Servlce:$21,000. Last
year received $18,000.
O Black Student Union:$19,100. Last

The Clinton Administration blamed Republican
sniping Sunday for much of
the furor over Whitewater,
and stressed there is no
evidence of any wrongdoing.
»Page6.

year received $19,300.
a Board of Black Cultural Actlvl
tles:$17,200.Last year received $17,000.
O Latino Student Unlon.-$17,200. Last
year received $17,200.
a Women for Women:$13,860. Last year
received $14,000.
O Dry Doclc$l 1,500. Last year received
$11,500.

The men's basketball
team edged out the Rockets
of Toledo78 77 Saturday at
Anderson Arena. However,
the team lost center Shane
Kline-Ruminski to an ankle
injury in the second half.
•■Page 7.

Today, showers likely
with a high of 45 to 50.
Chance of rain 70 percent.
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Teams shine,
BG fans dim
Hats off to both the men's and women's basketball squads for their victories over the hated
Toledo Rockets Saturday at Anderson Arena.
But more important than the two wins (each team
had already clinched the home court advantage for
the first round of the upcoming MAC tournament)
was the support that each team received from the
fans.
Sadly enough, it was quite a surprise to see the
gym filled to capacity - although granted that many
of the fans were from nearby Toledo - for BG fans
have a bad history of not supporting their teams.
It's ridiculous that the women's team, which has
compiled a 23-3 mark (including a 17-1 record in the
league) has averaged less than 2,000 people per home
game.
Meanwhile, it's just as disappointing to see fewer
than 3,000 fans supporting the men's team -- which is
enjoying its finest season in nearly a decade.
What makes the situation worse is that students
don't even have to pay to attend these contests, but
merely have to show their identification cards.
It's hard to call BG students "fair weather fans,"
because that implies that they only attend games
when the teams are winning. This obviously isn't the
case though, as Falcon athletic teams have been successful all year without the support of many fans.
Instead, BG students should be called "fair" fans
at best. They only seem to support the teams in important contests. While the teams surely appreciate
this fact, they deserve more.
The BG
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Talking about free speech
"Congress shall make no law,
respecting an establishment of
religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof; or abridging the
freedom of speech, or of the press;
or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition
the government for a redress of
grievances."
The First Amendment is one of
the most sacred and treasured
rights that is affordable to all
Americans. It is something that
is rarely enjoyed around the
world, and in many places people
are persecuted for speaking what
they believe.
In America, we don't have to
worry about persecution, although there are exceptions. Actions of free speech sometimes
result in confrontations, and at
times they can become violent.
The violence which sometimes
occurs, is not the purpose of the
First Amendment. Its purpose is
to assure a group's or individual's voice doesn't become oppressed and silenced, regardless
of whether the group or person is
of the minority, the majority, the
right or the left.
Some forms of expression are
protected more than others, and
for good reason. Political and
social commentary are protected
the most by the courts, for they
are essential to a true democracy. Then comes the protection
of commercial and non-obscene
sexual expression, taking into
account that it is not offensive
and it doesn't provoke anyone.
The forms of free speech that
have virtually no protection
under the First Amendment are
obscenity, false advertising, and
fighting or hate words. It seems
the last forms of expression have
received more protection lately.

opinion to what an act of censorship is. Some say when Toledo's
ABC affiliate channel 24 decided
not to air NYPD Blue, it was an
act of censorship. At the same
time, many consider the thought
police of the politically correct a

Rick
Hackbarth
especially with the latest round
of Ku Klux Klan rallies.
One thing which doesn't seem
right is adults receive more free
speech protection than children
and adolescents. In elementary
and secondary schools many
forms of religious expression are
not allowed due to the "separation of church and state" statutes, but now some of that has
even changed. Recent Supreme
Court rulings now say religious
expression is allowed as long as
it's student initiated. This change
was brought about by the American Center for Law & Justice, but
not without a challenge by the
ACLU.
The press is the only business
which receives specific protection by the First Amendment, and
it states that the government
isn't allowed to abridge "the
freedom of speech, or of the
press."
The News staffers also enjoy
the luxury the First Amendment
offers. It isn't something to be
taken lightly though, and the
freedom of the press and free
speech can be abused.
Censorship is one sticky point
in any First Amendment debate,
and everyone has a different

agree with, and I also like to
think about what the person had
to say.
I don't believe in name calling,
or resorting to ridiculing
someone else. To me it is a childish act to make someone the ob-

One thing which doesn't seem right is adults
receive more free speech protection than
children and adolescents.
group of people that try to censor
free speech. An act of censorship
is to remove anything that is obscene or objectionable.
Censorship isn't always a
wrongful act, for some things
need to be censored. Not everything is suitable for everyone's
eyes and ears, especially children.
Lately the opinion section has
turned into a merry-go-round of
ideas and viewpoints. First, I
write a column, and then Andrea
Wood follows with a response to
my column, and then Norm Van
Ness follows with a response to
Andrea's column. It can give you
a headache after a while. One
Would think that Susan Powter
would be yelling "Stop the insanity!" by now. This Iree flow of
well thought out beliefs is essential, and it encourages people to
think
Even though I'm a conservative, I like to hear and read what
other people have to say.
Whether a person is a liberal,
conservative, moderate, feminist, or holds another ideology it
does not matter to me. I can
usually find something I can

ject of laughter, or to try to belittle someone. But just like Andrea
Wood pointed out last week, we
do have stupid people on this
campus and around the world. It
is also a matter of ignorance.
I've been called "controversial" by the Insider, but I don't
consider myself any more controversial than the next columnist. I just write my opinions
on issues that are of interest to
me at the moment. If I am "controversial," then so be it.
We need to continue to have
ideologies from every point of
view to be expressed, for it's
what America is all about.
Environmental Update: There
is no global warming.
This is to all those who say I
can't support my opinions with
facts, concerning the column I
wrote last week.
A new study presented by the
National Academy of Sciences
cast serious doubt on the myth of
global warming. The study shows
that despite high levels of carbon-dioxide emissions, satellite
data concludes there has been insignificant temperature changes
over the past IS years.
Hick Hackbarth is a weekly
columnist for The BG News.

Candidate needs earth focus
With the Undergraduate Student Government debate still fresh in
my mind, I felt compelled to write in to The News and express my
opinion of Thursday night's events. So denying my body the sleep It is
desperately craving currently, I simply must expose the truth regarding the issues surrounding our candidates and their stand on environmental concerns for Bowling Green.
What hits me the hardest is today's politicians seem to be more
concerned with saying the popular thing rather than addressing the
issues which need our attention most. This is not entirely their fault.
No, in fact, to be successful in politics, one must be able to speak,
dress and appeal to voters more than the other candidates. In this
world of politically correct mumble-jumble, people's concerns seem
to get lost somewhere between the "mud slinging" and re-elecUon
speeches. Does anyone see what is truly going on? Where are all the
fighters for equal rights, or for freedoms, or in my case, the rights of
our environment and the unborn children who shall inherit this
world?
I have had the priviledge of working closely with this year's USG
presidential candidates and must admit this race is going to be a close
one which should only make things more interesting. All three candidates, Jen Mathe, Doug Minton and Matt Fair seemed to be well Informed of most of the issues students currently face in their collegiate struggle, though of course they all disagreed on how we should
go about ensuring a better "living and learning environment" to steal
the phrase from the legend himself, Mr. Jason T. Jackson. But there
was one issue which did separate all three, letting each candidate be
seen for their individual beliefs. This issue is our environment. Not
until now has the environmental voice been heard in the USG mainly
because society, for a large part, still places environmental issues in
the "backseafand it Is no different here at BG.
What I felt so urgently to do is to explain where the three candidates stand on our environment. Like I already stated, I have been
working with the candidates to help prepare on environmentally re-

lated issues. All of them have been very cooperative, naturally, but
two of them need to be recognized, Doug Mitton and Jen Mathe. If
students are to make the best decision, we must know where these
individuals stand.
First, both Jen and Doug have agreed they will, in fact, place a new
member on the USG president's cabinet, an environmental member,
to advise the president on important issues related to campus. This is
the first time such a position has ever been held in USG, so naturally
campus environmentalists were pleased to hear this news. As for
Matt, no offense my friend, but seeing how you never expressed any
interest in the environmental groups' concern here at BG, I will not
be expressing much interest for you In this article. But rising above
her opponents, Jen practices what she preaches. Being in charge of
her sorority's recycling program, Jen fully believes environmental
issues, such as recycling, are important and supports the environmental movement. Furthermore, Jennifer has already stated to the
E.A.G. that win or lose, she will be back to our meetings to get involved.

This is not to say Doug Mitton does not support environmental
causes, for to an extent, he does too. Doug has been extremely helpful
in researching questions I have presented him and took the time to
listen to this BG student's concern. To the both of you, I wish you the
best and know that no matter who wins, USG shall be in good hands
with strong, dedicated leaders the two of you already are.
To all of you students/voters, no matter what candidate you support, get out there and vote. Express your views and make your mark
count. There is no better way to make a difference than to start caring and let the world know your thoughts. If we are ever truly going
to make life better, we must work together for the betterment of all.
Jason E. Wolfe is the chairman of Environmental Action Group and
a guest columnist for The BG News.
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Leggo My Eggo!

Tuesday
• The men's and women's basketball teams host the
quarterfinals of the Mid-American Conference
Tournament in Anderson Arena. The women's action
begins at 6 p.m. against Ball State with the men following
at 8 p.m. against Kent State.

Wednesday
• The annual BGSU Undergraduate Art & Design
Exhibition is on display today until March 30 at the Fine
Arts Center's Dorothy Uber Bryan and School of Art
Galleries. Hours are from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. weekdays
and 2 to 5 p.m. Sundays.
"Slaying the Dragon," a film presentation of the history of stereotypes within which Asian-American peoples
have been confined will be presented from 7:30 to 10
p.m. in 115 Education Building.
The BGSU Theatre production of "Under Milk Wood"
opens at 8 p.m. in the Joe E. Brown Theatre. Curtain time
is 8 p.m. nightly through March 12.

Friday

Ukranlan President Leonid Kravchuk kisses a loaf of bread presented to him according to Ukranlan tradition along with some salt

ACGFA
Continued from page one.

the group violates the fourth
criterium for funding, according
to ACGFA members.
The fourth criterium states
that "a request for funding of
academic programs and curricular auxiliaries should be made to
the academic unit to which the
requesting organization is affiliated."
It further slates that "academic programs are defined as
those which grant or generate
academic credit...and whose
goals and membersliip correspond with those of specific
majors...on campus."
Because students working for
the BG 24 News are able to earn
academic credit, ACGFA members ruled that they will receive
no money this year, despite the
fact that BG 24 News received
$500 from the committee last
year.
Violation of criterium four was
only applied to one other group,
the American Institute of Architecture Students, which were
granted no money either.
However, AIAS was not granted
money in previous years.
The committee decided the allocations by majority vote of
those who were present for each
particular group's presentation,
Arrowsmith said.
If a member was not present
for the presentation, he or she
was not allowed to vote for the
amount of money that group was
allocated, he added.

by Slava Rubel at the opening ceremony Tor the Ukranlan Consulate In New York Saturday.

• The Falcon hockey team hosts Ferris State in the first
round of the CCHA playoffs at 7 p.m. in the Ice Arena.
• The women's basketball squad is in action at either
noon or 2:30 p.m. at Batelle Hall in Columbus as part of
the MAC Tournament.
The men's basketball team tips off at either 6 p.m. or
8:30 p.m. at Batelle Hall in Columbus at the MAC
Tournament.
The 1932 motion picture "Scarface" will be shown at 9
p.m. in the Gish Film Theatre. Admission is free.

Saturday

MILLS

Continued from page one.

alumnus and current relief
pitcher for the Los Angeles
Dodgers.
"It seems like she knows
everybody," said Greg Predmore, Union building manager.
"When she talks with someone
she always seems to know
something about their personal
life."
As her co-worker for 10
years, Predmore said Mills
"keeps things exciting and interesting while being dependable and reliable." He said she
treats her regular customers
with care.
Her "regulars" are important to Mills, who said she gets
enjoyment from knowing them
almost better than they know
themselves.
"It makes me feel good to
remember what people buy,"
she said. "I know what newspaper they'll want or what
candy they eat before they ask.
I think they appreciate it, too."
Mills said she has seen fashions and hair lengths come and

n

go, but students basically remain the same.
"I don't think the kids are
any different now," she said.
"If anything, they're better and
more open about things."
Mills began her University
career as a sales clerk in The
Little Shop, the Union card and
gift boutique. She moved to her
present location in 1979, and
has managed the hotel for over
10 years.
Since then, Mills has met
many visiting celebrities, including Bob Hope, Red Skelton
and The Carpenters. She
received an autographed book
from author Alex Haley after
leaving requests in his room.
Mills begins her desk duties
each day at 6:30 a.m. Along
with her regular chores she
handles frequent requests for
items like safety pins, a needle
and thread, and wire hangers
for people locked out of cars.
She also must contend with
special requests.
"One time somebody asked

us to read the comics over the
phone," she said. "He wanted
us to read a certain cartoon because he couldn't get out to buy
a paper."
When she isn't following
University hockey and the
Montreal Canadians, Mills enjoys visiting Amish country in
Indiana and occasionally staying with relatives in California
She also likes to browse
through flea markets and craft
shows, and collects teddy bears
and quilts.
Although she declined a retirement package two years
ago, Mills plans to bid farewell
to the University sometime
next year. She said her plan is
to relax with her grandchildren, Josh and Katie Sockrider,
and maybe visit Hawaii.

"They're just really good
kids," she said.

Sign up in UAO office March 2nd through 9th
Limited to 15 people
$10 for materials and instructional fee.
Starts at 7 p.m. - lasts approx. 3 hrs.
Call 2-7164 or 2-2343 for info.

[pizza

RECYCLE
It's the everyday way to save the world.

The Great Lakes fishery
Wednesday, flared 9, 7:00p.m. Room 1007
Business Administration Butfdlna

Mills said it will be hard to
say goodbye to her student
friends.

-y-f^e) Basket Making March 17th

L

• The Falcon hockey team hosts Ferris State in the first
round of the CCHA playoffs at 7 p.m. in the Ice Arena.
• The men's and women's basketball teams continue to
compete in the MAC Tournament in Columbus. The
men's final is set for 11:40 a.m. with the women at 2:30
p.m.

1

Stephen J. Nepsxy: Coordinator of Fisheries Research on the
Greet Lakes for the Ontario Ministry of Natural R>
Kenneth M. Math: Station duet Sandusky Biological Station
Fish and Wildlife Service. U. S. Department of the Interior
Fisheries experts from Canada and the United States wul discuss how toxic
substances and exotic species such as the sea lamprey and the zebra mussel
affect the abundance, distribution, and safety levels of Great Lakes fish.
FREE AND THE PUBLIC LS INVITED

J
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Funds provided by; Cnnmilisn Studies Grant Pfurrom
The Canadian Embassy

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

mma

SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
over 500 units with SUPER locations

9 month, 12 month, and Summer Leases Available
g

One 14' Large
Cheese Pizza

$5.95

■ Extra Toppings $.90 ■
Coupon expires
3/31/94

Voted Best Pizza.
at
Kent State
and
ron Universit

■

Two Pizzas
One 14" Large
Build Your Own
One 14" Large
Two Toppings

I
}
$13.95
''ree Pepperoncinis & I
|

STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

Special Garlic Sauce '

353 - 7272 (PAPA)
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Voinovich announces
Tornado Safety Week

olice
lotter
• On Feb. 24 the president of a local bank told police three
"scroungy," men in a maroon Oldsmobile Cutlass drove around
the bank looking in the windows. Police were unable to find the
three men.
• A woman reported to police on Feb. 24 that she "had fallen
and could not get up."
•On Feb. 24 a man reported his credit card was missing after
someone charged a room at a local motel during the Christmas
season. Also reportedly charged to the credit card was a $644
airline ticket. The credit card was charged to its limit, police
said.
• A woman reported several items were stolen from her residence Friday night. A cotton long-sleeve with front ruffle
blouse, two body suits and a large garbage bag of toddlers'
clothes were among the stolen items, police said.
• Police reported a woman fell through the ice of a pond north
of a local bank. The woman said she lost a green wallet containing cash.
• On Friday a woman was allegedly giving an underage drinking party. According to the police report, the woman's 4-year-old
daughter reportedly said "I've been drinking beer, but I'm not
drunk."
• Michael T. Mills, 21,520 E. Reed St., was charged with theft
of liquor on Friday. Mills reportedly stole a bottle of Jack Daniels whiskey from a local bar, police said.
• Daniel Hollingsworth, 18, Springboro, was cited for
underage consumption Friday. According to the police report
Hallingsworth admitted to "having one full beer."
• Lorenzo Anguiano, 20, Maumee, was cited for underage consumption and possession of a false ID. According to police, he
was caught by local pizza restaurant employees after an attempt
to "dine and dash."
• On Saturday, someone reported that a truck drove between
two buildings at a local apartment complex, tearing out bushes
and ripping up the ground.
• A woman reported receiving two obscene phone calls from a
man making sexual comments over and over. The woman told
the man she had a trace on the call and the man hung up, police
said.
Poolology 101

Poolology 101

by Matthew Freler
News staff writer

Poolology with Jack!

♦
♦
♦

♦ 11 a.m. -1 p.m. in the
Buckeye Room

-

Call 2-7164 or 2-2343 for info. '
Poolology 101

The Cristophers, a non-profit
organization that supports the
concept of service to God and all
humanity, is sponsoring a video
contest for college students.
The film or video must be five
minutes or less in length and represent the theme of "One person
can make a difference."
The participant must label the
cassette with the entry title, the
length and his or her name and
address.
"Through this contest, the
Christophers challenges college
students to capture on video the
Christopher belief that one per-

T

* Billiards expert Jack White
will be here March 10th

Poolology 101

Although one does not have to worry about
being swept away to Oz, tornados do present
a danger for residents in Ohio.
As a result, Gov. George Voinovich has
declared the week of March 14 Tornado
Safety Week.
A statewide tornado drill will occur
Wednesday March 16 at 10:10 in which an
alert tone will set off warning sirens
throughout the fire departments in Wood
County and other areas in Ohio.
"We'll be closing down the [County
Courthouse] and going into a shelter," said
Bud Dennis, county emergency director.
Also during the week, there will be three
tornado seminars on tornado instruction at
Troi Villa mobile home park in Troy Town-

pared should a tornado occur.
"It's important they have an exercise, so
they know what to do," he said
He added that schools will send the results
back to his office.
Superintendent of Schools Richard Cummings said the drills are extremely Important to keep the students aware of the scope
of the problem, even though tornados in this
particular area have not been frequent. "You
never expect a flat tire but you always carry
a spare with you," he said.
Cummings said it is beneficial that the
students are being shown what to do.
University police, although not directly
involved, do have "monitors" who make sure
everything is sound for evacuation in the
University buildings.
"We have at least one dry run a year," said
Barbara Waddell, public information officer.

Christophers sponsor
positive video contest

Poolology 101

* Free exposition of billards
and trick shots

ship on March 12 and 26, and at Friendly
Village mobile home park in Perrysburg
Township on March 15.
The seminars will include slideshows and
pamphlets presented by Wood County
Emergency Management as well as instruction for residents in the event of a tornado,
according to Chrissy Jackson, manager of
Friendly Village.
The residents will be told "what to do,
when to do it and how important it is not to
delay doing it, when a tornado approaches,"
she said.
Although no major destruction occurred,
there were 114 tornado sightings in Ohio last
year, Dennis said.
Dennis said Wood County Emergency
Management will be distributing tests to
Bowling Green city schools as a means of
finding out if the individual schools are pre-

by Aaron Epple
News contributing writer

Poolology 101

son can make a difference," said
John Catoir, director of the
Christophers.
"By their vision and their enthusiasm, participants demonstrate that youth is still a time for
idealism and that the leaders of
tomorrow still dream of a better
world," Catoir said.
All of the entries will be judged
on the ability to capture the
theme, artistic and technical proficiency and adherence to all
contest rules.
Initially, the entries will be
judged by a panel selected by the
Christophers.
A blue ribbon jury comprised
of representatives from the
media, academia and the Chris-

CHARLESTOWN APTS.
MID AM MANOR

X♦

Choose from choice apartments within walking distance to
campus Summer 1994 and school year 1994-1995.

♦
♦

2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat and
water included, air conditioning
641 Third St. Apt. 4, B.G.

1

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

AND

•NOW RENTING •

tophers board of directors will
then make the final selections.
The top three choices will
receive cash awards. First prize
is $3000, second prize is $2000
and third prize is $1000. There
will also be five honorable mention prizes which will have rewards of $500.
In addition, the top three entries will be aired nationwide on
the Christopher Closeup television series.
According to Seil Harrendorf,
a producer of the Christopher
Closeup televsion show, the submission of a video gives broadcast rights permission to the
Christophers and the winners
agree to the use of their work in
any Christopher production.
Entries are due for the contest
by June 10 and winners will be
notified on Sept. 8.
"[The contest] is an opportunity for students to discover the
innermost talents and realize
that they too have the ability to
inspire others and make a difference," Cartoir said.

Give a Hoot
Don't Pollute

t

Resident Manager 352-4380

Students
covered
by health
proposal
College Press Service

PORTLAND, Maine - First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton said many college students who currently
fall through the cracks of
health care coverage will
be included in President
Clinton's proposed package.
Clinton sought to reassure independent students
that they will be able to afford coverage.
"Under the president's
plan there are provisions
for helping to provide discounts for students to enable them to be insured," she
said.
The proposal will "also
support facilities like
school health clinics and
university clinics so that
they have real access to
health care," she said.
"Every citizen will be Included in health care," she
said.

Health Care Directory
0*W WEUNESS CONNECT^ Victims Advocacy Program DuraSoff Colors
You Don't Have to Cope Alone
We provide emotional support
for sexual assault survivors

BGSU STUDENT WFtLNESS CENTER
372-8302 or J72-8303

Offering FREE health cV WeUiwa info, stresslwellness
computerized inventories^ttr^setting assistance &
nutrition/stress management consultations I "Health
Fair", March 31st. Call or Stop In !! 220 Health Center

6©S>

CONTACT ' LENSES

315Thurstin

ILink

Free and Confidential

24 Hours a day K*3,

Buy 2 Pair For Only

352-1545 5&
1-800-472-9411 gjg

$

Pills N' Packages
Family Pharmacy
Let US Be Your Local Pharmacy!!
If you have any questions, please stop lri and talk
to Diane Jones or Elaine Dunn our pharmacists.
We accept most insurance cards.
111 Railroad St. (Behind Hardbodles) 352-1693

ffik
«■•**! Mf*** Vok*

The Women's Health Clinic offers
comprehensive educational, medical
and counseling services regarding:

372-2271

□ contraception

D sexually transmitted diseases

□ physical examinations

□ sexual assault

fj pelvic exams, pap test

n other women's health concerns

" '■■■'■ l
L II
vntiai Health Caee For Women

•
•
•
•
16 N Huron

Student tee
Abortion through 20 weeks
Morning After Treatment
Caring friend or relative allowed
for personal support

Toledo, OH 43604

1 -800 589-6005

99

2 Pair of m
DuraSolt9 2 Colors:

*129

Lass Mail-In
Rebate

*99

'EKdwdirtg PH0mtUnt '—*
OFFER EXPIRES 4tff}0*

Changing Your Eye Color is Fun and Affordable*.

JAMES C. ROBERTS, SR., M. D.

EYES EXAMINED BY DR. S SHIFF OPTOMETRIST
•EXAM EXTRA.

ALLERGY, ASTHMA, AND IMMUNOLOGY
960 WEST WOOSTER
SUITE LL103
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO 43402
(419)354-1069

TWIN OAKS BLDG. - SUITE 203
3949 SUN FOREST COURT
TOLEDO, OHIO 43623
(419)472-0759

Burlington Optical
T0LED0

ACROSS KunmurmmK

TOLEDO
3153 w. SYLVANIA

382-2020

472-1113

BOWLING GREEN
1616 E. WOOSTER
0REENWOO0CENTP:

352-2533
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High school seniors to get
another chance with test
The Associated Press
High school seniors in Ohio
who have not passed the four
parts of a ninth-grade proficiency test get another chance
this week so
they can graduate on time
with their
classmates.
About 10,000
seniors, or 9
percent of
those in the
state, have at
least one section to pass.
Seniors will get one more chance
during tests in May.
Meanwhile, this will be the

Rubber
workers
agree to
contract
The Associated Press
DAYTON, Ohio - A union
representing 1,800 workers
at two General Motors
Corp. plants reached a tentative contract agreement
late Saturday, averting a
strike at the last minute.
An official of United
Rubber Workers Local 87,
speaking on condition of
anonymity, said the agreement was reached at about
the time the union planned
to strike at 12:01 a.m. Sunday. The official declined to
reveal details.
GM spokesman Chuck
Kronbach said the agreement was signed at about
12:30 a.m. Sunday. Work at
the two plants was not interrupted.
Kronbach said the sixyear contract includes
wage and benefit increases,
but he could not provide
further details. He said the
agreement also included
improved job security and
performance goals.
"We're pleased the parties were able to reach a
tentative agreement without a disruption of production," he said. "Both parties
kept a strong customer
focus throughout the bargaining process."
The union had threatened
to strike at 12:01 a.m. Saturday, but pushed the deadline back 24 hours after
making progress in talks
Friday. Negotiations resumed Saturday morning.
The union represents
workers at GM's Delco
Chassis plants in Dayton
and Vandalia. The plants
make engine mounts,
springs, ball joints, brake
hoses and other parts.
A five-day strike at a
Michigan GM parts plant in
1990 idled five of the company's assembly plants.
The two sides negotiated
over wages, benefits and
local issues.

first time eighth-graders can
take the test. About half the districts have expressed interest in
the early testing, said Roger
Trent of the state Department of
Education.
Eighth-graders who choose to
take the test will not be eligible
to do so again until March 1995.
"What the test measures is material covered through the
eighth-grade," said Rebecca
Chapman, a spokeswoman for the
education department. Giving
the test to eighth-graders gives
more time for intervention to
improve scores, she said.
Gene Troy, superintendent and
high school principal at Butler
County's New Miami Local
School District, said the district

decided not to offer the test to
eighth-graders.
"We feel the longer they're in
school before taking the test the
better prepared they are," he
said.
In Cleveland schools, Ohio's
largest public school system, 40
percent of the 2,200-member
senior class has not passed one or
more of the four proficiency test
parts.
The senior class represents the
remnant of what was 6,700
freshmen who entered ninthgrade in Cleveland schools four
years ago. Some have moved or
transferred elsewhere, but most
have dropped out.
"This shows that every aspect
of the system is broken," said

Superintendent Sammie Campbell Parrish. "None of us should
be able to sleep at night until
we've made a dramatic improvement in the situation.
That's why our reform efforts
are urgent - we can't afford to
slow down."
Teachers said students often
are passed from one grade to the
next, even if they have not
learned grade material.
"Look, I may have 25 kids in
my class," said Martha Basile, an
English teacher at West Technical High School. "Maybe 12 of
them never show up, so they get
Fs. Out of the 13 left, I have kids
who show up every day, generally do their work, but don't pass
the tests. How can I flunk them?"

All six passengers live
in twin-engine crash
Pa, at around 9 a.m. when Smucker reported engine trouble.

The Associated Press
ZANESVTLLE, Ohio - A twin-engine plane carrying six people crashed on its approach to an airport
Saturday morning as the pilot tried to make an
emergency landing because of engine trouble.
All six passengers survived. One was slightly injured.
The Muskingum County Sheriff's Department
said Gloria Sweigart, 61, of Lititz, Pa., was treated
at Bethesda Hospital for a broken rib.
A Piper Aztec piloted by Michael Smucker, 43, of
Lititz, Pa., was en route to Chicago from Lancaster,

The plane lost power, skidded into a grassy field
and landed in trees about 500 feet from a busy
road, said sheriff's Sgt. Mark Ross.
Smucker radioed for help about five miles north
of Parr Airport, Ross said. The airport is four
miles north of Zanesville.
Ross said Smucker got the plane's landing gear
down before crashing and it stayed in one piece.
The other passengers were identified as Dave
and Anne Parker and Cory and Cindy Judisack.
Authorities did not have their hometowns.

Tourism costs

Last children's
psych hospital
in Ohio may close
The Associated Press

where daily per-patient cost
was $517.
"The answer that has been
coming down lately is this isn't
the most cost-effective way to
offer services," said Peter
Steele, Millcreek's chief executive officer.
Although treating fewer
patients, Millcreek has had
trouble cutting fixed costs
such as utilities and staffing,
he said. The hospital is looking
for additional treatment programs to offer to spread the
expense.
Steele hopes to persuade
Hamilton County and other
local governments and agencies to finance alternative
treatment programs at Millcreek that could include outpatient counseling, in-home
therapy and day-treatment.
Once part of the old Longview State Hospital, Millcreek
became separate in the late
1970s. It regularly treated
more than 100 children at a
time.
But the population decreased after the state passed
a law in 1988 that gave
counties incentives to avoid
hospitalizing the mentally ill.
Although the law has contributed' to Millcreek's troubles, the intent was good,
Steele said.

CINCINNATI - The state's
last children's psychiatric
hospital could become a victim of the shift from hospitalization to outpatient care.
The problem at Millcreek
Psychiatric Center for Children Is in the numbers. The
budget has increased while
the number of patients has
steadily declined.
Although closing is not imminent, the state and the hospital are analyzing the figures.
"We are concerned with the
cost at Millcreek, but you can't
just pull the plug at a hospital
• while those services are still
needed by kids," Samuel
Hibbs, spokesman for the Ohio
Department of Mental Health,
told The Cincinnati Enquirer
for a story published Sunday.
In fiscal 1988, Millcreek had
an average resident population of 41 children, a budget of
$5.5 million and a per-patient
daily cost of $371. Today, the
budget is about $6 million and
there are 19 patients.
That has driven the daily
cost per resident to about
$900, nearly $400 more a day
than any other state mental
hospital. The Pauline Warfield
Lewis Center, which houses
adults, costs $258 daily per
patient.
High cost was one reason
"When we had about 100
the state in 1992 closed Saga- kids, a lot of those kids didn't
more Hills Children's Psychi- require hospitalization," he
atric Hospital near Cleveland, said.

Rendville: population 30

township mOTiey Church only landmark of mayorless village
The Associated Press

The Associated Press

PENINSULA, Ohio - Tourism in the Cuyahoga Valley National
Recreation Area may be bringing money to some surrounding communities, but it could soon lead to bankruptcy for an area township
and village.
Too few people - barely 1,800 - live in Boston Township and the
village of Peninsula to pay for the roads, ambulances and other services that residents and the nearly 2 million visitors who come to the
Cuyahoga Valley National Recreation Area each year need, according to a citizen task force.
The task force told Boston Towi, -\'p trustees last month that nothing can be done to stop the township about 30 miles south of Cleveland in Summit County from slipping into bankruptcy and eventual
demise.
The committee that the township and Peninsula set up two years
ago said the town's survival is based on setting up a long-range plan
that includes annexing populated portions of the township and putting the village in "a growth mode."
"I know how they felt when they dropped the bomb on Hiroshima,"
Peninsula Mayor Edward Ruoff said when he heard the committee's
findings.
Thousands of people travel to the township on weekends to hike the
Ohio & Erie Canal towpath, ski at Boston Mills Ski Resort or explore
Icebox Cave.
"Yes, [the park] is wonderful 'or Bath, it's wonderful for Akron, it's
wonderful for Canton, it's wonderful for Cleveland," said Trustee
Randolph Bergdorf. "But it ain't wonderful for us."
He said Boston Township and Peninsula clean up the debris when
the tourists leave.
Some township and village residents blame the National Park Service, which has taken more than 80 percent of the township's 9,612
acres, removing them from the tax rolls.
But a 1992 study commissioned by the township, Peninsula and the
National Park Service found that the township would still be operating at an annual deficit of more than $50,000 if the park had not been
developed.
Cuyahoga Valley Superintendent John Debo Jr. knows the park has
put a financial strain on the two communities, but he said the Park
Service is starting to help more.

RENDVILLE, Ohio - The First
Baptist Church is one of the few
things left in this central Ohio
village, dubbed the state's
smallest in the 1990 census.
In 1879, a young prospector
from Chicago, William Patrick
Rend, opened a shaft mine in
southern Perry County. Two
years later, the village of Rendville was incorporated about 55
miles southeast of Columbus.
The First Baptist Church was organized.
Rendville was a booming coalmining camp that attracted people from southern states. At the
turn of the century, Rendville
had 13 bars, a hotel, a restaurant,
four churches and 1,500 people.
In 1927, coal miners went on
strike, and many workers left the
area looking for work. Few returned.
"They started mining again in
1930, but the town never recovered," said 88-year-old
church deacon Vanarta Preston.
No one has run for mayor or
the Village Council since 1991.
The clerk-treasurer's term expired last March, and the vacancy was never filled.
"They're still a village, but
they're not," said New Lexington
attorney Joseph M Allen, who
worked as the village law director. "We could never keep
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fflFor vour participation In Regional Tournaments!
(Hit&Iin.MM. BannI) Tr<M.im;
Michael Haynes, Jason Sonenshein,
Michael Rodman, Daniel Lee,
Chad DeVeaux
ttirdla IPDanKBira:
JefT Popovich- 2nd place overall!
Eric Twigg- 7th place overall!
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Before You Go On
Spring Dreok
Remeber To...

V
V
V
*

Empty The Trosh
Clean Out The Fridge
Vash The Dishes
Turn Down The Hear

V Find an Apartment!!

Haven House Manor
Spotiou* B«droom...
Clow To Compos... Roosonoblo toot...

enough people in office to hold a
general election to vote to dissolve the village."
Now all that remains of Rendville is the 112-year-old church
and about 30 residents, most of
them church members.
Thelma Riley, 75, remembers
her mother carrying her to
church when she was a child.
"It's a wonderful church," she
said. "We're awfully glad it's
here."
The church's stained-glass
windows are dedicated to the
memory of parishioners who
have died. Some of their relatives
still worship there, including
Roberta Preston.
She was Rendville's postmaster for 15 years, until the office
was closed in the late 1970s because of a lack of business. She
worked another 15 years as
postmaster of Moxahala until she
retired in 199Z
"Somebody had to do it," she
said.
Each Sunday, the Rev. Joseph
L. Woods, 58, of Columbus, piles

into his van with his grandsons
for the three-hour round trip
from Columbus to Rendville.
Along the way, they pick up Thelma Lawson, 75, who lives in a
nursing home in Columbus.
Ms. Lawson, who was born and
raised in Rendville, recalled being baptized in the church when
she was 12. Her sister, Eleanor
Preston, is one of the church
leaders.
"The best teaching I ever had
came from this church," she said.
Eventually, she moved from
Rendville, first to Cleveland and
later to Columbus. During that
time, she said, she strayed from
the church but now is back.
"It means everything to me,"
she said.
The red cloth-covered pews
seat 200, but Woods figures he is
having a good turnout if 20 people attend the weekly Sunday
school and worships.
"It's just the faithful few here
now, and until they move, the
church will still be here," he said.

AFRICAN AMERICAN GRADUATE STUDENT1
ASSOCIATION
WORKSHOP SERIES
9:00 am to 3:00 pm
Saturday, March 12,1994
Second Floor Lounge
Student Services Building
Bowling Green State University
SPEAKER:
Dr. Ruth Dennis, Professor
Sociology Dept., Austin Peay State University Clarksville, TN|
and
Director of Kelly Miller Smith Counseling
Center for Domestic Abuse
Nashville. TN
TOPIC:
Domestic and Dating Violence and Abuse:
Strategies for Prevention and
Intervention

Includes Membership To Cherry wood H#olth Spo...

6th and High Si.

352-9370

ALL INTERESTED PERSONS ARE WELCOME TO ATTEND
A LIMITED NUMBER OF LUNCHES WILL BE AVAILABLE RSVP
Beverly Nelson 372-6039, 372-2274
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Whitewater accusations refuted
Administration officials allege GOP exploiting issue to damage Clinton
by Jim Ad rams
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The administration blamed Republican sniping Sunday for much of the furor
over Whitewater, and stressed
there is no evidence of any
wrongdoing.
But GOP Sen.
Phil Gramm
countered that
President Clinton is "getting
deeper in a
hole" that
threatens his
presidency.
Two top administration officials, Vice President Gore and
White House adviser George
Stephanopoulos, appeared on

Sunday news programs to state
their case that while mistakes
have been made, the White
House is cooperating fully In the
Whitewater Investigation.
They said Republicans are trying to exploit the issue because of
the successes of Clinton's programs and his rising popularity.
There's "an enormous amount
of partisanship," Gore said on
NBC's "Meet the Press."
"What would you do if you
were in the opposition and you
saw an opportunity to make a
dent in this growing popularity?"
he asked. "Of course you would
try to exploit it."
Stephanopoulos, speaking on
ABC's "This Week With David
Brinkley," said, "The Republicans can't run on the economy,
they can't run on health care,

they can't run on welfare, they
can't run on crime, so they are
going to try to exploit this issue."
"We shouldn't help them by
making mistakes, that's our
fault," he said.
Stephanopoulos was referring
to the White House's admission
that senior staffers received
three private briefings from
Treasury Department officials
on the status of an investigation
into a failed Arkansas savings
and loan tied to the Clintons and
their Whitewater land venture.
Special prosecutor Robert
Fiske issued subpoenas Friday to
senior White House officials to
obtain information on the meetings, and White House chief
counsel Bernard Nussbaum, who
was involved in the briefings, on
Saturday announced his resig-

nation.
But Republicans charged the
administration was involved in a
coverup with overtones of
Watergate.
"Richard Nixon turned a thirdrate burglary into a constitutional crisis by not leveling, by
interfering with the investigation," Gramm, R-Texas,
said on ABC.
"If the president wants to
serve this term out, he is going to
have to begin by leveling with the
American people." The president, Gramm said, "is getting
deeper in a hole."
Sen. Alfonse D'Amato, R-N.Y.,
also told The Associated Press
that as a result of what he says is
the administration's attempt to
stonewall the investigation, the
issue has "the potential of being

as great if not greater than
Watergate."
The presidency is in danger, he
said, "as a result of the continued
conduct and the continued pattern of deception."
Gore insisted that whatever
mistakes were made in permitting the briefings to take place,
"there is now an aggressive determination to make absolutely
certain that there is no interference of any kind."
He said that within an hour of
the White House's being informed of the subpoenas, "the
word went out clearly and firmly:
You save everything, whether
it's on your computer, whether
it's in the wastebasket." Even
janitors were told not to throw
anything away, he said.

Dying teenager granted final 'Canadian Bacon*
wish to see imprisoned father a fitting legacy
by Matthew Fordahl
The Associated Press

CHICAGO - A dying 18-year-old's wish to sec
his imprisoned father one last time was granted
Saturday after U.S. Attorney General Janet
Reno overruled a warden's denial of the request.
In the middle of the night, guards secretly
whisked 47-year-old Salvador Guzman from a
Wisconsin prison to a Chicago hospital to see his
son, David Stenner, who has leukemia.
"The Bureau of Prisons did temper justice
with mercy in this case," said attorney Sheldon
T. Zenner, who worked with the Starlight Foundation, a charity that tries to realize the wishes
of sick children.
Details of the 25-minute meeting were kept
private.
Reno and other federal prison officials over-

rode the decision of John Hurley, warden of the
federal prison in Oxford, Wis., Zenner said. Hurley had denied the visit on several occasions last
week.
Bureau of Prison officials would only confirm
that the meeting took place, and said Hurley
would not answer questions.
Guzman is serving a 15-year sentence after
being convicted in Portland, Ore., of conspiracy
to distribute heroin. He's due to be released in
2006.
Stenner could not visit his father because he
must stay in a sterile environment. He had an
unsuccessful bone marrow transplant a month
ago.
On Thursday, Illinois Gov. Jim Edgar and
several other politicians tried to intervene, but
the warden denied their requests.

A Senior thaw-out!

for John Candy
The Associated Press

FLINT, Mich. - One of John
Candy's final performances,
playing a U.S. sheriff who leads a
raid on Canada in the upcoming
"Canadian Bacon," will be a fitting legacy for the late comedian,
the director said.
"He was so intelligent and
quick-witted. He brought a lot to
the film and people will see that
when it comes out," said Michael
Moore, who produced and directed the movie. "It will be a real
tribute to his talent."
Candy died Friday of a heart
attack in his sleep just hours
after completing what colleagues
called a classic comedy scene for
his new film "Wagons East." The
portly comedian was 43.
Candy's body was found early
Friday morning in his residence
on the Durango, Mexico, set for
the film in which he played a
drunken stagecoach driver.
In "Canadian Bacon," scheduled for release this year. Candy
plays a sheriff in Niagara Falls,
N.Y., who leads a raid into Canada after the president picks
Canada as a new Cold War enemy
to keep the U.S. economy strong.
"He was responsible for getting 'Canadian Bacon' made,"
Moore said. "He was a great person to work with, very funny and

Homecomina 94

outgoing, warm and giving to
everyone around him."
Moore, who directed the 1989
satirical documentary "Roger &
Me," said he spent 1 1/2 hours on
the phone with Candy a couple of
days before he died.
"I'm very sad," Moore said.
"It's a real tragedy. He was a
very special person to me."
Candy was the veteran of some
40 movies, including "Uncle
Buck" and "Stripes."
"John Candy was a gentleman
and a great comic talent," said
comedian Steve Martin, who
starred with Candy in "Planes,
Trains & Automobiles." "I count
myself extremely lucky to have
had the opportunity to work with
him."
People working with Candy in
Mexico said he showed no signs
of ill health.
William Sanderson, a bit player
in "Wagons East," said Candy
had a bad back but otherwise appeared well.
"He seemed fine. It's a tough
shoot. He's up on a horse all day,"
Sanderson said in a telephone
interview from Durango.
Sanderson, the film's co-star
Richard Lewis, and its producer
Gary Goodman all said Candy's
performance as a 1860s wrongway stagecoach driver was outstanding.

Homecomina 94

Gun gets
singer
Slick
arrested
The Associated Press
TIBURON, Calif. -- Former Jefferson Starship/Jefferson Airplane
lead singer Grace Slick was
arrested Saturday for allegedly aiming a gun at
police who had come to her
house and ordering them to
leave.
Officers from the Tlburon Police Department
went to the singer's home
after receiving a call at 3:30
am. from an intoxicated
man who said a drunken
woman was firing a shotgun
in the house.
When officers arrived,
58-year-old Ira Lee came to
the door yelling "kill me,"
police said. Officers subdued him.
Slick then came to the
door carrying a shotgun,
pointed it at the officers
and yelled at them to leave
her property, police said.
Slick refused to drop the
shotgun when ordered to do
so, police said. An officer
wrestled the gun away from
her when her attention was
diverted.
The shotgun was unloaded, but officers found
live and spent shotgun
shells in the yard, police
said.
Marin County Jail officials said Slick, 54, whose
real name is Grace Johnson, was charged with felony assault and felony brandishing a weapon at a
policeman. She posted
$7,000 bail and was taken to
Marin General Hospital for
evaluation, Tiburon police
said.
Tiburon is six miles north
of San Francisco.

Buckle Up!
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Watch for more
information about
1994 Homecoming Logo
Contest
$50 prize to be
awarded
Homecoming 94

The weather was so lousy for our last senior
portrait shoot that we've schedule next week
for one final session of senior portraits.

No snow (we hope!),
So let's go, seniors!
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Uoteti #7 nickname In Minor league Baseball
NOW
ONLY
$20
Toledo Mud Hens authentic baseball caps
• Fitted wool
$20
• Adjustable wool
S20
Call now for • FREE souvenir list & • pocket schedule!

Call 372-6086 to schedule your appointment.
10 a.m.-1 p.m.; 2-6 p.m. Monday through Friday
Walk-Ins will be accepted
28 West Hall

Homecoming 94

Gall now toll-free!
1-800-136-9520

(Mastercard, Visa, Discover, American Express are all accepted)
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Men's team slips past Rockets
Komlves and Daniels BG in second half over UT
by Mike Kazlmore
assistant sports editor
The Mid-American Conference
playoffs do not start until Tuesday, but there was a post-season
atmosphere in Anderson Arena
Saturday night as the men's basketball team outlasted the Rockets of Toledo
78-77 in front
of 4,972
screaming fans
- the largest
crowd to see a
men's game in
10 years.
The win soldified second
place in the
Larranaga
Mid-American
Conference for the Falcons (17-9
overall and 12-6 in the league).
Toledo, on the other hand,
dropped to 15-11,10-8.
"This was one of those games
where in the first two minutes
you get physically drained," BG
point guard Antonio Daniels said.
"We were up for the game all
week because we knew what kind
of crowd was going to be here."
With just over 12 minutes remaining in the contest The Falcons found themselves in trouble
as they trailed 55-45. During the

next three minutes, however, BG
went on a 11-0 run to regain the
lead.
"It was defense that did it,"
Daniels said. "We played real
good team defense and we were
able to shut them down and make
a nice little run."
Toledo would storm back behind the strong performance of
its backcourt combination of
Craig Thames and Archie Fuller.
The two combined to score 16 of
UTs final 19 points.
Ironically, however, Thames
and Fuller were unable to execute on Toledo's last possesion costing the Rockets a victory.
With 11 seconds remaining and
BG clinging to a 78-77 lead the
Rockets found themselves with
one last chance after a Falcon
turnover. Toledo, opting not to
use its final timeout, was unable
to get off a good shot when
Thames ran Into Fuller.
"I didn't want a timeout because I didn't want them to set
their defense," UT head coach
Dan Gibson said. "We had the
play called and the players knew
what they were supposed to do we just didn't execute."
"I ran into one of my players
[Fuller] and it knocked me off
balance and my shot fell short,"
Thames said. "I knew it was go-

ing to be a game where the last
shot would decide It — we just
miscued at the end."
While Thames and Fuller jump
started Toledo's offense in the
closing minutes BG received
strong second half performances
from the trio of Daniels, Shane
Komives and Ray Lynch. Komlves, saddled with four fouls,
scored 21 points in just 23
minutes of action - including
eight during a minute and a half
stretch in the second stanza.
"With six minutes to go Shane
came over and said that we
should run a certain play - and of
course it was for him," BG head
coach Jim Larranaga said. "We
ran it three straight times and
that's when he burried those
jumpers. You have to listen to
your players when they offer you
sound advice."
While UT had problems in
shutting down Komlves, Daniels
proved to be more of a problem
as he continually broke down the
Rockets defense for easy scores
in the closing minutes of the
game. Daniels scored 18 points
on the night, most of them from
close range, although he connected on eight of his 11 field
goal attempts.
See MEN, page elewn.

Falcons win contest,
lose Kline-Ruminski
by Glen Lubbert
managing editor

The BG Newt/Ron WcInner

Bowling Green's Shane Kllne-Ruminski looks for an open man during the Falcons 78-77 victory over
Toledo Saturday. Kllne-Ruminski had to leave the game in the second half due to an ankle injury.

The pieces almost fell apart in
the men's basketball team's MidAmerican Conference puzzle
Saturday.
Center Shane Kline-Ruminski
saw an early
exit from the
78-77 victory
over Toledo as
he went down
grabbing his
right ankle
with 11:14 left
in the game.
KlineRuminksl, who
early in the
second half had come out of the
game after being kicked in the
face, went to the bench in pain
once again.
This time, however, he would
not return. As the Falcons were
fighting back into the game,
Kline-Ruminksi headed to the
locker room with trainer Mike
Messaros and then to the hospital.
"Mike Massaros told me he

hurt his fibula and it's possible it
is a fracture," head coach Jim
Larranaga said.
Kline-Ruminski had X-rays
taken on his ankle, but the tests
were negative. He was diagnosed
with a bad ankle sprain.
"They thought it was broken
because they felt something in
the spot that hurt," KlineRuminski said. "It turned out to
be a bone cyst. It's not broken."
Kline-Ruminski returned to the
hospital later Saturday night for
treatment and Larranaga also returned.
"When I was informed about
Shane Kline-Ruminski, my first
thoughts were for him," Larranaga said "I know how disappointed he'll be if it is injured."
The Falcons had other troubles
during the game that allowed
Toledo to get an advantage. Forward Shane Komives had foul
trouble and had to miss the first
eight minutes of the second half
and Kline-Ruminski was still in
the locker room vomiting from
heat exhaustion.
The Rockets were able to take
advantage of BG's setbacks running up a 10- point lead. But Ko-

mives and Kline-Ruminski returned and sparked the Falcons
who went on an 11-0 run to put
BG up 56-55 with just over nine
minutes to play.
But while that run put BG back
in the game, it also put KlineRuminski out of the game.
"I just thought I was in the
wrong place at the wrong time,"
Kline-Ruminski said. "Those
kind of things happen to everyone. It just happened to me all In
one game, one half really."
Even with the troubles, the
Falcons once again proved they
can handle the setbacks and still
win.
"This team has learned to handle adversity, whatever it might
be," Larranaga said. "That's all
we can ask this team is to give it
it's best. I'm sure this team will
continue to do that.
"We hope it's with Shane KlineRuminski, because he's been
such a leader for us. But if he's
not there physically, I know he'U
be there mentally and spiritually,
and that's just as important if not
more so."

Women pull awayfrom
Rockets in second half
by Mark Leonard DeChant
sports editor
Who would have guessed that
the women's basketball team
had already clinched the MAC
tournament's top seed going
into Saturday's game against
Toledo?
Certainly not the Rockets,
who were blasted 83-69 by BG
in a clash of the Mid-American
Conference's top two teams.
The Falcons overcame an
early 10-polnt defecit to down
UT and avenge an 86-76 loss to
Toledo earlier in the season.
BG has racked up 17 consecutive victories since that game.
MAC tournament victory or
no MAC tournament victory,
the Falcons (23-3 overall, 17-1
league) are a sure bet to gain
an invitation to the NCAA
tournament, which begins in
just over a week.
The Rockets, who were once
ranked as high as 23rd
nationally, fall to 20-6 overall,
13-5 in MAC play.

UT coach Bill Fennelly spoke
kind words of his team despite
the loss.
"I feel like the Buffalo Bill
fan - we're back, and everybody's gonna deal with us," he
said. "We didn't win the game,
and I told our kids we didn't
lose the game either.
"We played our ever-loving
guts out."
Toledo had more than guts
late in the first half. They had a
33-23 lead courtesy of a pair of
three-pointers by Denise Pickenpaugh and two buckets by
Latoja Harris.
BG found itself in unfamiliar
territory ~ facing a doubledigit defecit at home.
Co-Player of the Game Lori
Albers said she and the other
BG veterans were not troubled
by the Falcons' early struggles,
'We've played In situations
like this before, and so we
knew we could come back," she
said. "We Just had to relax."
In the final 6:18 of the first
period, the Rockets amassed

exactly three points, while six
Falcons scored a total of 17 to
pull BG ahead by four at halftime.
Two plays right before
intermission sent the crowd
into a frenzy and set the tone
for the second half.
With BG trailing by one, TaUta Scott buried the second
three-pointer of her career at
the eight-second mark.
Albers then stole the inbounds pass and dished off to
Sharleen Hooper, who lofted in
a 10-footer at the buzzer to
make the score 40-36 in BG's
favor.
"That was I think the turning
point," Albers said. "We were
struggling to get back and get a
good lead on them. We got
some steals and it was like a
five-point turnaround."
Toledo led just once in the
second half - a Miml Olson
jumper gave UT a 41-40 advantage - but the game belonged
toBG.
After the Rockets' brief

glimpse at a lead, BG went on a
32-10 run over the next 10
minutes to open a 21 -point gap
that dropped the jaws of many
of the 3,268 fans in attendance.
Scott, also named Co-Player
of the Game, hit six-of-12 from
the floor and seven-of-eight
from the foul line to score 20
points. She grabbed a gamehigh 10 rebounds and collected
four assists in 40 minutes of
PlayMichelle Shade scored 11
points, and Tangy Williams and
Susie Cassell 10 apiece. Cassell
also contributed seven assists
and four steals.
Albers had what she described as her "best game of
the year," hitting nine-of-11
field goal attempts for 20
points, and getting six assists,
five rebounds and three steals.
Both coaches were impressed with BG's 6-foot center,
who, along with Scott, Cassell,
Williams and JJ. Nuesmeyer,
See WOMEN, page eleven,

BG'f Tallta Scott look* to pass the ball daring Saturdays 83-69
victory over Toledo.
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Hockey swept on final weekend
Team has lost four of its last five contests heading into CCHA playoffs
by Brian Marl
News sports writer

2-1 and 4-1 respectively. Saturday's loss to UND marked the
end of the regular season.
At least the Falcon hockey
BG (17-16-2 overall, 15-13-2
team wont be heading into the CCHA) has lost four of its last
playoffs with a sense of false five, heading into the first round
confidence.
of the playoffs.
The Universities of Michigan
The game against UND saw the
and Notre Dame made sure of Falcons score the first goal 17
that by combining to sweep BG seconds into the contest, but go
over the weekend by scores of scoreless for the 59 plus minutes

that followed. Mike Hall put BG
up early when he tipped in a Sean
Pronger pass right in front of the
goal.
BG put pressure on UND goaltender Greg Louder early and
often in the first period, putting
20 shots on goal. However, despite outshooting the Fighting
Irish by 11 in that first stanza,
the Falcons found the score tied

put only one shot on net.
1-1 when it ended.
"Their penalty killing was very
Notre Dame (11-20-5, 9-16-5)
won the game in an uncharacter- aggressive and they were able to
istic fashion for them - with spe- chip the puck out of the zone,"
cial teams play. The Irish penalty right wing Brian Holzinger said.
killing unit - ranked dead last in "On the power play you have to
the CCHA - shut down the Falcon outwork the other team and that
power play completely. BG was wasn't the case tonight."
The Irish power play - also
0-7 with the man advantage, including a 1:35 stretch in the sec- ranked last in the conference ond period in which the Falcons connected on two goals that
pushed a 2-1 UND lead to 4-1 to
put the game away.
"Their power play worked well
against our penalty killing tonight, that's all," center Curtis
Fry said.
The Falcon offense that generated those 20 first period shots
could only produce 16 in the final
two periods. Louder, who made
35 saves, was tested rarely in the
final 40 minutes.
"We have to be a sharper
offensive team," coach Jerry
York said. "Our failure to score
.Son 3 reflects that. Louder
played well, but we had chances
to bury the puck and we should
have buried the puck."
Although the result was the
same on Friday, BG played a
much stronger game against
Michigan - the CCHA champions.
The Falcons ~ spurred on by a
sellout crowd of 5,004 - gave the
Wolverines everything they
could handle before UM pulled
out the 2-1 victory on Senior
Night at the Ice Arena The
crowd was the fourth largest in

BGSU Ice Arena history.
BG led 1-0 after two periods
and had 1:10 remaining on a
power play when the third period
began.
With 45 seconds gone in the
period, UM center Mike Stone
aggressively took the puck from
Jeff Wells and fed teammate
Rick Willis in front of the goal,
who converted the shorthanded
goal.
"I wanted to make it a two goal
lead early [in the third period]
with the power play, but Stone
just took the puck from Jeff and
knotted the game," York said.
David Oliver's power play goal
at 7:02 of the third period was the
game winner. BG's lone goal was
scored by Tom Glantz in the second. Jason Helbing and Fry assisted on the score.
"We played with a lot of heart
and a lot of character," York
said. "I'm sure Michigan feels
fortunate they won the game."
"We played check for check
and stride for stride with the top
team in the nation," Pronger said.
"Hopefully we'll see them down
the road and even things up."
BG will host the opening round
playoff series at the Ice Arena
starting Friday. The probable
opponent will be Ferris State,
who beat Michigan 6-2 on Saturday. Miami has indicated that
they will most likely select Alaska-Fairbanks as their first-round
opponent.

Missed chances
lead to BG loss
by Randy Seller
assistant sports editor

Tlit BG Nrwi/N.lh«n W.ll«cc

Bowling Green's Bob Petrle stops a shot during the Falcons 2-1 loss to the Michigan Wolverines Friday night.

RESERVE

OFFICERS'

TRAINING

CORPS

SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE ON THEIR WAT TO THE TOP.
If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a freshman or sophomore, you can still catch
up to your classmates by attending
Army ROTC Camp Challenge, a
paid six-week summer course in
leadership training.

By the time you have graduated from
college, you'll have the credentials of
an Army officer. You'll also have
the self-confidence and discipline
it takes to succeed in college
and beyond.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
For details, visit Rm. 151, Memorial Hall or call
372-2476

If you don't look good, we'll
make you look good. The
phrase could be a slogan for a
cosmetics company or a haircare products line, but it also
describes the BG hockey
team.
With fifth place still up for
grabs going into the weekend,
the Falcons relegated themselves to sixth place with a
lackluster performance
against the Irish Saturday and
a close 2-1 loss to the Wolverines Friday. Ohio State helped
out BG's cause, beating Miami
4-3 in overtime Friday night.
It wasn't that Notre Dame
overpowered the Falcons
offensively or goaltender
Greg Louder shut down the
Falcon offense like Steve
Shields did for Michigan the
previous night. Instead, the
Falcons' missed opportunities
made Notre Dame look like
the better team.
Left wing Kevin Lune had a
shot blocked and right wing
Brian Holzinger fired a sharp
shot into the chest of goaltender Greg Louder with only one
Irish defender back at 10:30 of
the third period.
Defenseman Todd Reirden
shoveled the puck into
Louder's pads on a breakaway
attempt in the second period.
Right wing Curtis Fry was
thwarted by the post facing an
open net during the first
period. The Falcons also could
not capitalize on a 5-on-3 attempt.
"If we could have capitalized on our chances, the
game would have been over
real early," left wing Sean

Pronger said. "Any team can
beat any team in this league. If
you're not on top of your
game, you're going to get beat;
it's just that simple."
BG outshot Notre Dame 20-9
in the first period, but fell asleep the rest of the contest.
They outshot Notre Dame
37-26, but most of the shots
were long-shots on net - easily
handled by Louder.
"They picked it up in the
second period where we left
off," Reirden said. "We didn't
bury our chances, I missed my
breakaway opportunity."
The Falcons went 0-7 on the
power play against a team
with a penalty kill percentage
of .722, holding down last
place in the CCHA. The BG
power play unit had trouble
with Notre Dame all season,
connecting on only 3 of 19
(.158) man-advantage situations while other Irish opponents averaged .278. The Irish
shutout the Falcons, 0-12, during both games at the JACC on
the power play.
"Their [penalty kill] was
working harder than us,"
Pronger said. "We have to
work even harder than they
do. They were busting tail to
get away from us and they
did."
The Falcons, who rode a
three-game win streak into the
playoffs last season, have
dropped four of their last five
contests this season. BG will
try to pull together their game
before facing Ferris State in
the first round of the CCHA
Playoffs, beginning Friday
night at the Ice Arena
"Our team has a lot of character and we'll turn it into a
positive," Reirden said.

ALL YOU CAN EAT
ITALIAN BUFFET
<*<■

-Hut
Featuring:
Monday Night
6 Varieties of Pizza
5:00 - 8:00 PM
Supreme
1099 S. Main Street Cavatini
Salad Bar
353-5691
Breadsticks
Cinnamon Breadsticks

ALL FOR ONLY $4.99!!!
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Lessig wins twice,
breaks own record

Funderburke leads OSU
past Knight's Hoosiers
by Rusty Miller
The Associated Press

APpKoto/MarkHall

Ohio Slate's Lawrence Funderburke muscles his wasy around
Indiana's Alan Henderson during OSU's 82-78 win Sunday.

COLUMBUS -- Ohio State
overcame an 18-point firsthalf deficit, holding Indiana
without a field goal for a span
of more than 11 minutes in the
second half, and upset the
17th-ranked Hoosiers, 82-78
Sunday.
Lawrence Funderburke,
who started his college career
at Indiana before transferring
to Ohio State, scored 25 points
to lead the Buckeyes. Funderburke was involved in a shoving match with Indiana's Pat
Graham in the final seconds
that was broken up by the
officials before any punches
could be landed.
The loss knocked the Hoosiers (18-7) two games back of
Big Ten leader Michigan going into the last week of conference play. Michigan played
Purdue Sunday afternoon.
Ohio State (12-15, 5-11 Big
Ten) had lost its last two
games, five of its last six and
eight of 10. But the Buckeyes
had history on their side,
having upset the then-No. 1
Hoosiers by an almost identical 81-77 score a year ago in
overtime at St. John Arena.
Indiana had won the first
matchup of the season, 87-83
in overtime.
With 14:10 left, Indiana took
a 60-49 lead on Damon Bailey's
3-point field goal. But the

Hoosiers' next field goal
wouldn't come until just 1:07
remained, with Alan Henderson scoring inside to cut Ohio
State's lead to 77-71.
Over that period of 11:03,
Indiana missed all nine of its
shots from the field and had
nine turnovers.
Ohio State finally pulled
even at 67 in the bruising defensive struggle with 6:40 left
on a 3-pointer by little-used
senior Jimmy Ratlif f. The shot
marked Ratlifrs fifth 3-pointer this season in 22 games.
Funderburke hit a 15-foot
jumper with 5:08 left to give
the Buckeyes the lead for
good. Backup point guard
Doug Etzler then picked up a
pass tipped away by Ratliff
and was fouled on the breakaway by Bailey, hitting both
foul shots.
Etzler finished with a career-high 12 points and
matched his career-best of six
assists.
Charles Macon, a former
Mr. Basketball in Indiana, followed a Bailey turnover with a
short half hook before Greg
Simpson capped the 11-0 run
with a tipin to make it 75-67
with 1:59 left.
The Hoosiers clawed back to
pull to 8078 on a 3-pointer by
Todd Leary with 11.8 seconds
left. Fouled on the inbounds
pass, Jamie Skelton hit the
second foul shot to push the
lead back to three.

COLUMBUS - Ohio State basketball coach Randy Ayers
squelched a rumor Sunday that
he would resign in the face of an
NCAA investigation. Ayers said
he "would never walk out on Ohio
State."
He acknowledged that he had
heard rumors about his future
and said a caller to his radio program asked him if he were leaving to take the position of athletic
director at his alma mater,
Miami of Ohio.
"The answer is no," Ayers said.
"Where do these rumors get
started?"
R.C. Johnson, Miami's athletic
director, said he also had heard
the rumor and there was no substance to it. He said he had no
plans to leave Miami.
"Unless you know something
that I don't," he said with a laugh.
"Did you talk to my president?"
Johnson had spoken with officials at Northwestern about their
vacant athletic director's position, but later withdrew his
name. The position has been
filled.
Ayers is 97-51 with two Big Ten
championships in his five years
as coach at Ohio State. The Buckeyes, 12-15 on the year, upset
17th-ranked Indiana 82-78 Sunday.
Ayers' Ohio State contract extends through the 1998-99 season.
"I would never walk out on
Ohio State," Ayers said. "You
have my word on that."

Ohio State's men's basketball
program has acknowledged it
committed 17 NCAA violations in
the recruitment of Damon Flint,
a Cincinnati high school basketball star. Last May, the NCAA
ruled that Flint could not attend
Ohio State. He now plays for the
University of Cincinnati.
It has been more than one year
since the NCAA first found out
about the violations dealing with
Flint, but it has yet to hand down
a final resolution of its investigation.
The NCAA reportedly returned
to the Ohio State campus last
summer to investigate players
attempting to purchase new cars
and those whom the players had
asked to co-sign on the auto
loans.
Fuel was added to the rumors
after Ohio State athletic director
Jim Jones took early retirement
Feb. 18 and longtime associate
athletic director Phyllis Bailey
followed suit five days later.
Ohio State President E. Gordon
Gee disclosed soon after Jones'
announcement that the NCAA investigation had spread to other
sports.
David Williams II, an Ohio
State vice president who set ip
the search committee for a new
athletic director, said the person
chosen for the job would not be
hired to fire either Ayers or football coach John Cooper.
"There Is no truth to that because we're not thinking about
firing any of our coaches," he .
said.
Earlier this week, Gee gave a

Once wasn't enough for junior
shot-putter Nikki Lessig.
Lessig won the shot put twice
this weekend in two separate
NCAA Last Chance qualification
meets. In the process she also
broke her existing school record
in the event and improved her
provisional qualifying NCAA
mark.
The junior, who won the MidAmerican Conference Indoor
Championship in the event last
week, started her amazing performance on Thursday in Ypsilanti.Mich., winning the first of
her two titles with a throw of 49
feet, 11 3/4 inches.
On Saturday in Ann Arbor.Mich., Lessig shattered her
school record mark with a throw
of 50 feet 7 inches. Along with
breaking her school record
twice, Lessig also improved her
chances of qualifying for the
NCAA Indoor Championships
next week in Indianapolis,Indiana, head coach Steve
Price said.

niques in the event put her on a
new level.
"She's on a whole new plateau
right now," he said. "When her
technique is on, she's very good."
Along with Lessig, BG could
also send sprinter Scott Thompson to the national meet next
weekend.
Thompson, who provisionally
qualified for the NCAA's in his
first meet of the season, false
started in the finals of the
55-meter hurdles on Thursday in
Ypsilanti. Before the dissapointing finish, he easily won his preliminary heat with a time of 7.31
seconds. In the semifinals, he ran
badly but still won the heat with a
time of 7.38 seconds, head coach
Sid Sink said.
A sore leg kept Thompson from
improving his time at Saturday's
meet, but he should still make the
NCAA's, Sink said.
"Right now we think he has a
real good chance of making it,"
he said

Sink said that both he and Price
She is currently a provisional will be notified by the NCAA on
qualifier in the event but has a Monday regarding Thompson's
good chance of making the field, and Lessig's fate.
Price said.
Freshman pole vaulter Travis
"It's not automatic," he said. Downey ended his indoor season
"But if you look at NCAA results with a third place finish in the
from last year, the second throw event with a vault of 16 feet 1
would have placed her seventh in inch, but failed to qualify for the
the country-which would have national meet. His brother,
made her an Ail-American."
Shawn, a senior vaulter at PurPrice added that her experi- due, won the meet with a vault of
mentation with different tech- 17 feet.

Cavs dr
°p
Bulls
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Ayers denies rumors
of future resignation
by Rusty Miller
The Associated Press

by John Boyle
News sports writer

"

vote of confidence to Ayers on a The Associated Press
radio call-in show.
RICHFIELD, Ohio -- B J. ArmDuring an interview Thursday,
Ayers said, "I think everybody strong committed a critical
lOsecond violation in the final
here has supported me 100 perminute and Cleveland scored its
cent and I don't think that's going
last five points on free throws as
to change in the next couple of the streaking Cavaliers beat the
weeks. Jim Jones and I had a
slumping Chicago Bulls 99-95
special relationship. Jim's the
Sunday.
guy who gave me an opportunity."
The Cavaliers won their 10th in
Gee was in New York and could
not be reached for comment a row, one away from the team
Sunday, but his spokesman, Mal- record set twice before. The
colm Baroway, said Thursday Bulls have lost five straight,
that Gee had "absolute trust in their longest skid since they
dropped six in a row in April
Randy."
1989.
Ayers said that he has not spoken directly with the NCAA for
John Williams, subbing for insix or eight months. He also said jured Brad Daugherty, led Clevehe had been in touch with Ohio land with 23 points and made the
State attorneys who are talking foul shot that put Cleveland
with the NCAA.
ahead by four with 5.1 seconds to
play. Bobby Phills scored 19 and
Ayers said the NCAA In- Gerald Wilkins had 16.
vestigation and the lengthy wait
for a ruling have been difficult
Pete Mvers scored 17 Luc Chicago's Scottle Pippen takes a shot over Gerald Wllklns during the
on him.
Longley 16 and Scottie Pippen Cavs victory Sunday.
"The disappointing thing is and Horace Grant 15 each for the
that it's extended this long," Bulls. Pippen grabbed 14 rebounds.
Ayers said.

THE FAICONS PLAY AT HOME THIS WEEK!
TUESDAY!
QUARTERFINALS

FWDAY/5ATURDAY/(SUNDAY)

@ ANDERSON ARENA

HOCKEY VS. TDA

FIRST ROUND

DASKETDALL VS. TDA

FACE 7 P.M. @ ICE ARENA

WOMEN 6 P.M., MEN 8 P.M

ADMISSION: $3 PER GAME WITH STUDENT I.D.
KEEP THE FALCONS ON THE ROAD TO "THE JOE

ADMISSION: $2 WITH STUDENT I.D.
ROCK "THE HOUSE THAT ROARS!"

WEAR YOUR ORANGE!

COME CHEER FOR
THEHOMEJEAM!

GO FALCONS!
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Trent scores 30 in leading Seniors shine
Bobcats to Conference title for hoop teams
The Associated Press

ATHENS -- Gary Trent
scored 30 points as MidAmerican Conference firstplace finisher Ohio University
defeated Ball State 91-76 Saturday.
Tne triumph was the Bobcats' 10th in a row and 22nd
overall, giving them a school
record for regular season victories. They will host Western
Michigan in the first round of
the conference tournament
Tuesday.
Trent hit on 13 of 18 field
goal attempts and all four of
his free-throw tries and had IS
rebounds. Geno Ford added 16
points and Chad Estes 14 for
Ohio (22-7,14-4 MAC).
Steve Payne put in 25 points,
Jeermal Sylvester 17 and Markee James and Marlon Fleming
11 apiece for the Cardinals
(15-11,11-7).

AKRON - Nate McCune
scored 15 points and Brian
Tolbert scored 11 as Eastern
Michigan beat Akron 58-46
Saturday night In the MidAmerican Conference.
Eastern Michigan improved
to 15-11 overall and 10-8 in the

game, with 1:16 left. Eastern
Michigan led at halftime 28-19.
The Zips, who were led by
Iron Jenkins' 12 points, came
within 34-28 with 14:30 left in
the second half on Chris Richardson's jumper. Richardson
finished with 11 points.

foul shots and out-rebounded
the Zips 49-27.
MOUNT PLEASANT, Mich
- Rob DeCook had 24 points,
seven rebounds and seven
blocked shots and ignited a late
8-3 spurt to give Central Michigan a 73-68 win over Kent
State on Saturday.
With the score tied at 65-65,
DeCook hit a 3-pointer to begin
the decisive run for the Chip
pewas (5-21 overall, 4-14 MidAmerican Conference).
Marcus Culbreth scored 13
points and had eight rebounds
for the Chippewas.
Nate Reinking led Kent
(13-13, 8-10) with 26 points and
Brook Bright scored 13. The
Golden Flashes had 11 shots
blocked and shot only 33 percent in the second half.
The 21 losses is the most losses ever for the Chippewas,
and their 19.2 winning percentage is their worst since going 3-19 in 1961.

A jumper by Trent with 12:50
left in the first half put Ohio
ahead for good 14-12. The Bobcats led 40-33 at halftime and
by as much as 70-S2 with 8:15
to play. Ball State scored 10
unanswered points to cut the
margin to 70-62 with 6:07 remaining, but could get no
closer.

MAC. Akron ended the season
at 8-18 overall, 2-16 in the conference.
Eastern Michigan, leading
18-14, went on a 10-2 run late in
the first half to lead 28-16, tied
for its biggest lead of the

Akron, which shot 33 percent
for the first half, second half
and the game, never got closer,
as Eastern Michigan built up
12-point leads three times in
the final six minutes.
Eastern Michigan hit 22 of 29

KALAMAZOO, Mich - John
McKenna scored 16 points and
Miami of Ohio had 10 steals,
forcing 22 turnovers, as the
Redskins beat Western Michigan 70-63 Saturday.

MAC playoffs start Tuesday
igan travels to
Miami of Ohio and
State entertains
Toledo in other
Tuesday.

The Associated Press

third-seeded
No.4 seed Ball
fifth-seeded
quarterfinals

Bowling Green winners playing
the other game of Friday's semifinal doubleheader.

TOLEDO - Regular-season
champion Ohio University will
The championship game at
host eighth-seeded Western
Michigan on Tuesday in one of
11:40 am. Saturday will be teleThe final two rounds of the vised nationally on ESPN, with
four quarterfinal games in the
Mid-American Conference tour- tournament will be at Battelle the winner getting an automatic
Hall in Columbus, with the NCAA tournament berth
nament.
Western Michigan-Ohio and
The women's tournament folSeventh-seeded Kent will be at Toledo-Ball State winners meetBowling Green, the No.2 seed, ing in one game and the Eastern lows the same format, with quarwhile sixth-seeded Eastern Mich- Michigan-Miami and Kent- terfinal games Tuesday at cam-

pus sites and the semifinals and
finals Friday and Saturday at
Battelle Hall.
Bowling Green, the regularseason champion, gets eighthseeded Ball State at home, No.2
seed Toledo is host to seventhseeded Central Michigan, sixthseeded Western Michigan goes to
third-seeded Ohio University and
fifth-seeded Miami is at No.4
seed Kent in the quarterfinals.

by Garrett Walkup
News sports writer

ter finals.
The game pitted Toledo St.
John's Jesuit High School versus
It really does not get much bet- Toledo Scott High School. Two of
ter.
BG's starters, sophomore Shane
The classic rivalry between Komives and freshman Jay LarBG and UT gave us yet another ranaga went to St. John's and
great evening of tension, drama three of UT's players went to
and heartbreak, woven into bas- Scott High School. Next year BG
ketball. And there were more picks up another St. John's
subplots than a bad soap opera.
player, point guard Denny AmrIt was college hoops at its hein.
finest and who wants to sit up in
This was also junior Shane
press row? Not me, I'll take a Kline-Ruminski's first home
foot's worth of bleacher in the game since he broke a bone in his
student section rather than one hand. Let's just say he didn't
of those cushy media seats any- have a good day. Kline-Ruminski
time.
played very well but was mugged
It was Senior Night at Ander- in the process. He was kicked in
son Arena which meant that sev- the head, was sick at half-time
en BG players were participating and also had to leave early due to
in their last regular season home a possible fracture of his right
game.
fibula. Kline-Ruminski is the
In the women's game all five of Norm Peterson of Wood County
their seniors started. It was their hospital.
night to shine, and that is just
"Good afternoon everybody."
what they did.
"Shane!" The emergency room
Lori Albers ripped chord - shouts.
missing only two shots all night.
This game concluded the reguAlthough she did not throw one lar season debut of freshmen Jay
down, I have called city council Larranaga and shoe-in MAC
and asked them to combine Labor Freshman of the Year Antonio
Day and Arbor Day into Albers Daniels. Both have had fantastic
Day.
seasons and will only improve for
A simple request I think.
next year.
"I'll be glad when Albers gradBut the game balls go to junior
uates, that's for sure," UT coach Ray Lynch and the sixth man BG
Bill Fennelly said.
crowd. Down the stretch it was
We won't Lori. Congratulations Lynch and the home crowd who
and good luck. Also on fire was put BG over the top to win the
Talita Scott who even had the game.
Rocket fans rooting for her. They
Lynch had a quiet 11 points but
weren't shouting "Go Toledo," nine of those were in the last
they were shouting "Go Talita"
eight minutes of the game. Ray
At least I think they were. was certainly rollin'.
Thank you Talita, you played
Finally I want to thank the 5000
great.
plus Falcon crazies who brought
Also a congratulations to news- the house down and all stormed
room favorite, point guard Susie onto the court after the wetCassell, who started in her yourself ending to the men's
lOlst-straight game. She broke a Same. That was absolutely one of
te best crowds ever at Anderson
women's school record, is No.2
on BG's all-time career assist list and will only be the beginning to
a great post season.
and 5th on the MAC list
The men's game also had many
stories other than determining
Can you say dynasty? I knew
who they play in the MAC quar- you could.

Finally something
for college that just got
less expensive.
.

-

f
Macintosh Quadra 650

Macintosh Quadra 66tt>i

Mianlosi Quadra H00

Introducing the Apple Power Price Drop. Prices have just been
reduced on select Macintosh Quadra' models. Which means terrific
savings on some of Apple's most powerful computers. Plus, the entire
Macintosh Quadra line is upgradable to PowerPC" to keep up with your

Macintosh Quadra H40n

MacintoshQuadra 950

growing needs. And as if that weren't enough, you'll also receive a $150
mail-in rebate' when you buy a Macintosh Quadra 650
ijyj with
"iui any
aiij Apple"
nun
LaserWriter." So, visit your Apple Campus Reseller
today. With prices this low, you can't afford not to.

Apple*

You can pick up a price list inside the door, first floor Hayes
Hall then call 372-7724 for a sales appointment.
*Come to APPLECATI0NS on March 30 at the
Bookstore Forum from 10am-3pm.
Y^^drei^W/^^fr^nf^^^w""'**^

qfr rntf rtrrr; wMarf by tor ©/W«*(o*pMf» tot tf n/famrridwle *r.vpfr*w) bu**9n*TandHaanX&QuafamrtipkrdtraJmafa
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Oester returns to Reds
as minor league advisor
by The Associated Press
PLANT CITY, Fla. - Ron Oester ended his major-league
coaching career when he resigned from the Cincinnati Reds
in protest of Tony Perez's firing
last May. He has no regrets.
Oester, 37, has returned to the
Reds as an advisor for minor
league operations. His brief stint
as a major-league coach last
season convinced him he isn't cut
out for managing high-priced
players.
"I have no desire to baby-sit 25
guys every day," Oester said.
Oester was known for his hustle and hot temper during 17
years playing in the Reds' organization. He was a second baseman on the Reds' 1990 World Series championship team.
He became a roving infield instructor in 1991 and took over as
manager of the Reds' Class AA
Chattanooga club in 1992. He
started last year as first base

coach, but quickly became disil- You have principles and you
lusioned.
stand by them."
He learned that stroking egos
Oester couldn't fathom players
is a big part of managing in the who found excuses not to try
major leagues. Oester is more their best. Oester's main attribdirect: He'd rather confront lag- ute as a player was his hustle.
gards than coddle them.
"If you're the manager, don't
"You know what bothers me
go around the clubhouse asking the most?" he said. "It's when a
people if they can play," he said. rookie comes into camp like he's
"Tony asked people. People have been there 20 years. Comes busttold me Davey Johnson had to go ing through the doors: 'Here I
around and almost beg people to am." I hate that.
play last year. That's not baseball."
That's the way it was in Cincinnati last season. When general
Mld.Ani.rk.n Conference
manager Jim Bowden made
M en'a lanalaajp
Perez the scapegoat for the
team's lackluster start, Oester
decided it was time for him to
Conference
Overall
leave, too.
"The game has changed," he
School
W
W
L
Ohio
14
4
22
said.
Bowling Green
12
6
17
He went back to his 80-acre
Miami
12
6
17
farm in southwest Ohio and grew
Ball State
11
7
17 1C
corn.
Toledo
10
S
IS 1
Eaalem Michigu!
10
1
15 11
"I knew it wasn't a good career
Ken!
8
10
15 1
move," he said. "I didn't care.
Wonem Michiaar
7
11
14 13

Shulafrustrated
with small payroll
by The Associated Press

Hall and Seattle cornerback
Dwayne Harper have rejected
offers from the Bengals, who
CINCINNATI -- Coach Dave have yet to sign a free agent.
Shula is frustrated by the Cin"Some stark realities are startcinnati Bengals' failure to sign
ing to settle in," Shula said.
free agents.
The Bengals, who had the "Maybe we'll have to settle on
NFL's smallest payroll and worst setting our sights on backups for
record last season, were hoping other teams, guys that are not
to improve markedly by signing recognized in the NFL as being
some big-name free agents over great players but who will make
the winter. So far, they're 0-for-2. our team better by a small deSan Diego center Courtney gree.

L4rj

Central Michif ui
Akron

4
2

14
16

2!

5
1

11

Saturday • Gunei
bowling Oieen 78. Toledo 77
Ohio 91. foil Suie 76
Bantam Mlchigui 58. Akron 46
Central Michigan 73.Keni68
Murai 70. Weetem Micnigin 6

MEN

WOMEN

Continued from page seven.

Continued from page seven.

"Daniels really caused us problems because he's physically
bigger and stronger than us," UT
head coach Dan Gibson said.
In the first half BG jumped out
to an early 17-12 advantage as the
Falcons' two Shanes (Komives
and Kline-Ruminski) combined
to score all of the points.
Kline-Ruminski went on to
score 17 points before leaving
the game with a severly sprained
ankle.
Toledo was able to regroup and
pull even at 41 at intermission
the aggressive inside play of
Scoop Williams who scored 12 of
his 19 markers before the half.

23
4
4
2

1-5
04)
0-0
0-0

0-2
0-0
0-0
0-0

3-5
0J)
00
0-2

2
0
0
0

3
0
0
0

2
0
0
0

TOTALS 24* 11 52 11.14 6-M IS IS 71
Prrt.nl.gei: Hi 596. FT- .714 3 pom! goal.
■ 353 (Komivei 3 Damela. Lynch. Rununaki)

■
7-11
4-6
6-7
8-11
0-4
0-0
5-8

m-i
4-3
1*1
4-5
1-1
0-0
O-O
O-O

TII

n

rb

.

Jecoby
12 0-0
0-0 0-1 3 0 0
Thunel
34 9-13
34 24 3 2 22
WJluml
37 9-13
1-1 1-9 0 1 19
ScrmcKini
32
3-7
5-6 00 2 4 11
Heck
30
1-3
0-0 0-2 3 5 3
While
25
3-5
14 2-2 2 1 7
Fuller
25 5-16
0-0 0-1 2 3 13
Sizemcee
5
1-1
0-0 CM) 0 0 2
Morgan
24
14
0-0 0-1 1 0 3
TOTALS 2M 11.381 IMJ I-J4 IS It 77
Pcrcenuga: KG 534. FT- 667. 3-aoinl goal.
357(Fuller 3. Themee, Heck)

Confero-ice

mln
Komi™
2)
Miller
28
K.Ruminaki 23
DuiieU
M
lurranrgi
26
Swanaon
3
Lynch
24

Worn ■ Hoopa
Bowllnf Green (13)

'«
Toledo (71)

men ■ noopa

it

CCHA SWManon
Saturday'i leaulu incomplete
Bowln. Green 83, Toledo 69

mln 171 1 mi 04 pf
ip
Shade
25 4-14
3-3 0-2 i 1 11
Albera
36 9-11
2-2
2 6 20
William.
22
3-5 4-5 2-5 1 1 10
Cauell
35
3-8
2-2 (M 1 7 10
Scou
40 6-12
7-8 4-10 2 4 20
04 0-1 3-3 2 4 0
Kulici
IS
Hooper
18
4-7
0-1 0-0 2 4 8
Nucemeyer
9
24
0-0 0-0 4 0 4
TOTALS 2M .11 .5 M-2214-3S 1» 27 13
PercenUt«: FG-477. FT-81!. 3-poini go.U
3-11 (CHMU2.SCOHI)

M

Toledo (69)

Bowling Ureen ( 71)
rb
0-1 Pf
4
0-3 4
2 3 0
0-2 2
03 2
0-0 0
02 1

M

. •»

1
0
2
5
1
0
3

21
9
17
18
0
0
11

24 times, while collecting just 11
assists.
In sharp contrast, BG had just
11 turnovers while getting 27 assists. The Falcons also out-shot
UT from both the floor and the
line, got 12 steals to Toledo's
three, and stayed even in the rebounding war.
"Sometimes people are just
better and today, as far as the
final score goes, they were better," Fennelly said. "It may be
crazy, but I'd like to get {he
chance to play them one more
time."
If the rematch occurs, the
league tournament title will be at
stake.

Scoreboard
Ceniier
Sleaplt
Milne*
Knapper

Women'. SUndlng.

n

were honored in Senior Night
ceremonies before the game.
' "I'll tell you what," Fennelly
said. "I'll be glad when Lori Albers graduates."
Clark was without Albers when
, the Rockets won the first matchup.
"Lori does add another dimension to our team," Clark said.
"She was shooting so well from
the outside tonight. She stayed
there a little bit longer than
maybe she normally does. I'm
glad she's back."
Ball-handling and possession
led to Toledo's demise Saturday.
The Rockets turned the ball over

School
Bowling Green
Toledo
Ohio
Keni
Miami
Wealem Mi.higi
Central Michigan
BaUSuie

Atom
Euan Michigan

W
17
13
12
11
11
8
1
4
2

a

L
1
5
5
6
6
9
9
13
IS
17

Overall
W
23
21
16
18
16
14
11
6
4
1

L
3
5
9
7
9
11
14
18
21
23

Drake
(l.iu:
Hum
Drew
Pickenpaugh
Lennartz
While
Stover
Croghlon
Wagner
D'Angelo

25
26
34
38
35
13
7
4
4
7
7

3-7
5-14
4-6
7-13
24
04
0-2
04
CM)
04
2-2

3-3 6-7
0-0 14
5-8 2-10
34 1-3
04 14
0-0 0 0
04 0-1
0-0
04
44 1-1
04

oo
oo
oo

4 0 9
5 2 13
0 1 13
2 3 19
2 1 6
0 0 0
I 0 0
1 2 0
2 0 0
2 0 4
2 0 5

TOTALS 2M 23-52 1S-19I2-3S 21 II 69
Percentage!: FC 442. FT- 789. 3 poim goalag. 19 (OUon 3, Drew 2. Pickenpaugh 2.
D'Angelo)

School
W
L
Michigan
24
5
Lake Superior Sute
18
8
Michigan Stale
17
g
Wealem Michigan
18
10
Miami
17
12
BowhngOreen
15
13
Fern. Stale
12
17
Notre Dune
9
16
Dlinou Oucgo
8
20
Ohio Stale
6
19
Kent
6
22
Weekend Keauh'i

T
1
4
5
2
1
2
1
5
2
5
2

Pi
49
40
39
38
35
31
25
23
18
17
14

Michigan 2 Bowling Gran 1
Notre Dame 4, Bowling Green 1
Michigan St 5. Wealejn Mich. 2
Notre Dame 4, Ounou-Chicago 2
Weetem Mich 5, Ulinoia-Chicago 3
Ferna St 6, Michigan 2
Lake Superior 4-7, Kent 04
Miami 33. Ohio Si 4-2
Friday'! Boa
Michigan
0
0
2
2
BowlmgGraen
0
10
1
13 rat none Second 13G. Glantz (Helbmg.
Fry) 7:44 (pp). Toko- 2.UM. Wilha (Stone)
0:45 (ah) 3.UM. Oliver (Lege. Stone) 7-07
(pp) Shoo BG 26. UM 30.
Goalie!-BG. Petne (30 ahou 28 aavea). UM.
Shielda (26 ahou ■ 25 uvea) A-5.0O4.
Saturday'! Boa
Bowling Green
1
0
0
1
Notre Dame
1
2
1
4
tint 1JG. Hall (Promjcr) 0 17.2ND.
McAlmer (Ruahin) 12:47. Second. 3.NT1
Hareeru (Welch) 3 50 4.ND. Lorou (ling.
Bruinuika, 12:26 (pp) Third 5.ND. Harbena
(Ling. Loreni) 9 58 (pptSkou-BG 36. UND 26
Goallea BG. Petne (26 ahou - 22 uvea) UND,
Louder (36 ahou • 35 uvea)

.

MAC BASKETBALL QUARTERFINALS TOMORROW AT ANDERSON ARENA...WOMEN/MEN, 6/8 PM!
Tickets only $2 with BGSU I.D.... Make your plans now!
AOvwrtwrmx

Undergraduate Student Government
"Established to Enhance the Undergraduate JCiving <£
Cearning Environment"

Something for everyone:
Easystreet Cafe makes dining
enjoyable
By Tony Falcone

What

is

Undergraduate

Student

Government?

Formed in 1981, The Bowling Green State University
Undergraduate Student Government serves as the official
representative body of the undergraduate students.
USG,
through its elected officers and designated branches and
agencies, has the authority to have input in and access to
all actions which affect the general welfare of the
undergraduate students at BGSU.

How is USG organized?
Undergraduate Student Government is divided into three
separate branches:
The Executive Branch, The Legislative
Branch, and The Judicial Branch.
The Legislative Branch is
elected directly by the students, and is comprised of 36
senators—12 At-Large, 12 District, and 12 Organizational.

What does USG do for me?
USG's primary duty is to act as a liaison between the
undergraduate student body and the University community
Other duties include informing and advising the policy
makers, as well as raising student awareness of issues
through forums and debates.

PRESIDENTIAL AND AT-LARGE SENATOR
ELECTIONS ARE MARCH 8 & 9. VOTE! ITS
YOUR RIGHT!

The gentle mm of the antique
ceiling fans, colorful stained
glass, oak furnishings and brass
railings present a refreshing
atmosphere at Easystreet Cafe.
But it's not just the scenery
that brings customers back ■ it's
the quality, quantity and selection of foods and entertainment.
In fact. In The BG News' own
poll, Easystreet Cafe was
crowned favorite restaurant in
Bowling Green the past three
years, not to mention favorite bar
last year. For Easystreet's
owners, Victor and Deborah
Pirooz, diversity is the name of
the game.
"Downstairs, we offer over 30
appetizers, 45 sandwich selections, 76 varieties of beer, and
homemade soups and salads,"
Victor said. "We also have 92
percent lean, half-pound hamburgers prepared 12 different
ways."
Also, Easystreet offers steaks
cut from certified Black Angus
beef, not to mention chocolate
fondues, specialty cheesecakes
and homemade apple bettys.
Easystreet's entertainment
schedule is as varied as the
menu.
"All of our entertainment is
upstairs," Victor said. "We have
a little bit of everything."
Youngsters beware Easystreet's upstairs is limited to
19 and over Monday through
Thursday, and 21 and over on
Friday and Saturday. If you do
get in, you won't be bored.
"We have something different
every night," Victor said.
"Monday is jazz, Tuesday is
open mike, and Wednesday
through Saturday we have bands.
We get pop alternative, blues,

PHOTO Teresa Thomas
Bar manager Amy Andrews is one of 50 employees helping provide
"fun food and fun times for fun people."
jazz, reggae, acoustic rock, and
even some grunge."
Victor has always thought of
franchising.
"Bowling Green is really our
pilot restaurant," he said. "We
are in the process of setting up
locations in Columbus and
Cincinnati, and possibly more
south in the future."
One of Easystreet's more
unique features is the "Hall of
Foam."
"You can get your name in the
'Hall of Foam' if you drink all 76
beers," Victor said. "We don't
expect you to do it all in a night it might take two years. Our
record, though, is eight days."
Upon completion, Pirooz also
gives out a T-shirt and mug.
Additionally, your name is
entered into a drawing for a
vacation.
"We've sent people to the
Bahamas and Hilton Head. The
vacation is worth about $750."
Easystreet's upstairs also
offers a Friday happy hour from
4-7 p.m. Extensive drink specials
BO Hmm Bmtfm StnV

are offered, as well as a special
"Munchie BuffeL" Admission is
only SI.
For all you non-drinkers,
Easystreet also offers over 25
non-alcoholic "libations."
Victor finds the business
rewarding.
"People come from all over.
Graduates come back to enjoy a
burger and onion rings. We get a
good mix of people. Thai's what
we're here for."
Easystreet is open 11-11
Monday through Thursday, 11-12
Friday and Saturday, and 11:30-9
on Sunday. All major credit
cards and personal checks are
accepted. Victor employs about
50 people, half being students.
The Easystreet Cafe sticks to
one simple theme - "Fun food
and fun times for fun people."
"Dining out should be a fun,
enjoyable experience," Victor
said. "We have established a
place where ;... can be wined,
dined and entertained at a very
reasonable price and all under the
same roof."
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CAMPUS EVENTS
•O.S.E.A. •
It's election Dme aoainN Interested m holding ■
position on the O.S.E A. executive committee?
NowsthetimeiComeby4l0Ed and pickupa
torn They are due March 11 at 4 p.m. Don't
mtss outl Elections will be held March 15 at 9
p.m.. nSEd EUdg
AI'RCAN I'FOPt ES ASSOCIATION
PRESENTS
1 AFRICAN MOVIE NIGHTS
Allah Tancu (God's Will) Tuesday, March 8 at
8.00 pm. 115 Education building
Quarter Mozart (African Youth at the Cross
roads). Thursday. March 10 at 8:00 pm. 121
West Hall Admission is free.
2 AFRICAN CULTURAL EVENING
Sunday. March 13 al 8:00 pm St Thomas
More (426 Thu'stm). Guest Speakers: George
Ayiltey. Ph D „ American University, Washing10" DC
AMA
American Marketing Association
Speakers 8 BG Graduates
Hi IG Rome 93
Kenn Koch '86
Brenda Martens ^83
Tuesday. March 8
7 30pmBA112
FORMAL MEETING

ATTENTION GOLDEN KEY MEMBERS
Bowl lor prizes'
Come to the Union Bowling Alley
on Monday. March 14, at 6 pm.
lor a bowl-arama i
Only 1 buckl
Call Julie P. to get regislered.
354-2310
BGPRO'BGPRO'BGPRO
JULIE POMPA, APR
"HOW TO NETWORK"
MON. MARCH 7,7:30 104 BA
Euchre Tournament ■ Euchre Tournament
Do you have the best team on campus? Find
out March 14th beginning al 6 00 pm. Play m
the Off-Campus Student Center. $1 charge to
play. &gn up in the UAO Office by noon on
March 11th Call 2-7164 or 2-2343 for details
Euchre Tournament" Euchre Tournament
HEARi
The Poets and Writers of the Spring 1994
issue of PRAIRIE MARGINS read their workl
Come 10 Proul Chapel on Tues Mar.etl

7:30-9:30 pm
Jack's Here Thureday!
Jacks Hera Thuredeyl
Jack'a Hera Thuradayl
Jack's Here Thuradayl
Call 2-7164 or 2-2343 lor detalla
OLD CLOTHES FOR CHARITY
If you have any old clothes mat you would like
to donate to needy chanties, then please drop
them off at either the Union located drop bos or
at the Business Administration drop box. Days
to donate are March 7,8 8 9. Sponsored by me
LAW SOCIETY
The Elementary Education Student Advisory
Board (EE SA B) is having a first year, substitute. 6 veteran teacher come to speak & answer questions about the education field
Come to 114 education on March 7th at 9.00
pm and "Get the Scoop"
UAO • CAMPING TRIP • UAO
RED RIVER GORGE $2S 00
DANIEL BOONE NATIONAL FOREST, KY.
Leave BG @ 4 30 Friday, March 11
Return to BG €» 9:00 pm Sunday. March 13
Call 2-2343 for more information
UAO • CAMPING TRIP ■ UAO
WIN tl.000 IN POETRY CONTEST FOR
RULES. GUIDELINES: SEND SELFADDRESSED. STAMPED ENVELOPE TO:
POETRY CONTEST. P.O. BOX 435; WARSAW, IN 46581
WSA Coffee Hour
WSA Coffee Hour
WSA CoftM Hour
Jorn us Wednesdays from 2:30-4:30 in the OffCampus Student Center lor the World Student
Association Coffee Hour.
Enrich your cultural awareness while
making some new friends!

LOST & FOUND
Loaf. Phone - Reward
Gray Motorola w/velcro on back
Call 372-5351

SERVICES OFFERED

FAST, FREE, ALL DAY DELIVERY
DHBENEDf TTO S PIZZA, PASTA, SUBS, 8
SALADS
ALSO, DINE IN OR CARRY OUT 352-4883

Roommate needed lor the Summer.
A/C. own bedroom, compleiely furnished
quiet and spaoous Come take a look.
Call Suzanne at 353-4434.

GREEKS 8 CLUBS
EARN
850 - 8280' FOR YOURSELF
plus up to $500 for your dubl
This fundraiser costs nothing and lasts
one week. Call now and receive a free gift.
1-800-932 0528. EsI.eS.

Roommate wanted for Fall 94 • Spring 95
Own room St 78 plus utilises
Can Matt 372 3859

PREGNANT?
We can help FREE a CONFIDENTIAL pregnancy testa, support 6 information. BG Pregnancy Center Call 354-HOPE.
Sick of the cold?
Well it won't last much longer.
so GET READY FOR SPRING
with new colors from
Mary Kay
FREE skin-care facials.
make-overs, and manicures
Call Uz at 354-1404
Will do typing
ST.2S/page

HEY SIGMA KAPPASII

Call Vicki 35? 3356

PERSONALS
—FALCON ETTES~
Congratulations
LISA WORSTINE on a
great year as Frieda
FalconlMay the
tradition of Fneda
and FaKonertes
hveonl

It ain't no joke
my roommate hasn't had a smoke
in 1 month!
Keep it upHIMEE GESCHKE!
I'm so proud of you I
Love, Kate

—FALCON ETTES—SK3MA KAPPA—
Congratulations
HEATHER PALMER on a
great year as Fneda Falcon!
The Sigma Kappa and Falcon
tradition lives onll
Sigma Kappa Love,
Frieda 92/93
Teme
—SIGMA KAPPA"
Accounting Students!
3o.,Jra..»3ra. needed
tor poefllone In Summer
and/or tail 1M4. Bring
reeume 8 unofficial transcript
to Co-op Office 238 Ad. Bldg.
X-24S1
Appearing tonight In Krawcher Cateterle
Fit* Take led by Man Comgan wn be
performing music for your dining pleasure
from 5*00-6 00 only. Check me paper for
other appearances. Be there II
Sponsored by UAO
ATTENTION GOLDEN KEY MEMBERS
The opportunity to gel published in an award
winning magazine is yoursl H you have wntten
or would like to wnte a short article on any subject, call Jenny - soon! 354-0407.

KKG ' DEE GEE ' KKG
Jaime. Steph 8 Callie
Hats oft to our awesome DG coaches.
Thanis lor making Anchor Splash a blast
A 3rd place finish is better than lastl
KKG' DEE GEE * KKG
KKG 'KAPPA'KKG
Officer of the Week: MICHELLE BAH t H
Sisters of the Week: JULIE QUICK
LCI WHITE
SENIORS you're AWESOME! Than, for making the date party a HUGE suooessl
KKG ' KAPPA'KKG
LIMITED DAY
Mktg , Business, CS/MIS, Fashion Merch.,
Mgmt., Acct.. Finance majors. Interested in
Summer or Fall internships with The Limited's
Columbus corporate offices? S6.5O-9.50/hr.
ATTEND THE LIMITED DAY
Wed .March9.N.E.Commons. 10-300pm.
Questions7 Contact Co-op Program 2-2451.
238Admin Bldg.
NINE INCH NAILS 6 SOUNDOARDEN on
sale tonight, midnight to 1AM Madhatler Music Rockin'the Free World.

OLD CLOTHES FOR CHARITY
It you have any old cfothea that
you would like to donate to needy
chanbea, then please drop them off at
either the Union located drop bos or
at the Business Administration drop bos
Days to donate are March 7.8 6 9.
Sponsored by the LAW SOCIETY.

ATTENTION SPRING BREAKERS!!! Partyl
Panama City 1129. Oeytona S169,
Key West (279. Bahamas S389.
Jamaica/Cancun (469. Padre $279.
Qualify Acommodations. Free Drink Parties'
Endteaa Summer. 1 •800-234-7007.
Contributors for April Communicarjr
Poetry, Creative Wnbng, Cartoons, Drawings,
Editorials, Opinions, Essays, Reactions, or fust
be original.
'Seniors - look back at college
Turn m to Honors Office
231 Administration Bldg. by
end ol March.
Call Christine for more Info. 2-1466
DELTA ZETA ' DELTA ZETA
Congratulations 10 Sister of the
Week RulhAnn Black and Officers
of the week Jen Paris and Stephanie
Von Aimen Keep up the Good Workl
DUDUDU
RUSH DELTA UPSION
DUDUDU
DZ' DISNEY "DZ
Congratulations to Candy Bonnett, Tina Coat
and Shannon Favrl on being selected to coop
at Disney World.
We wish you all the besll
DZ' Jacey Reartc • 0Z
Congratulations on your induction into
Crraarjn Delta Kappa and Kappa Delta PI.
We are proud of you I

QUALITY STEINS
166 S Main "353 MUGS
Kathy Ireland life-size stand-ups. sale price
Si 2 95. Large Bud inflatable shanvnrock
Si 9.95. 30" inflatable Budweiser air ship
S3 95 Regular hours Mon. - Thurt 330 - 8
pm.
South Side Johnny,
Congratulations being accepted into Mortar
Board. Good work Fakxml
Love ya,
The Superctvef

SPRING BREAK SPECIALS
WV Whitewater Inc Boi 30
Fayetleville. WV 25840.1-800- WVWRAFT
SPRING BREAK" Marco island, Florida On
water. 1 BR sleeps 4. Free b-kes. boats, pool,
laouzzi, happy hour, & disco. SesOnveek total
6 2 BR beachfront. (212)472-1414.
THE BEST
SPRING BREAK DEAL IN B.G.I
ABSOLUTELY NO HIDDEN COSTSI
Panama c«y Beach, $138 that'a all you
pay
Deytone Beach, SIN thus all you pay
7 nJghta/e day*, all rooms Ocean Front
Call Scott or Luke 354-1826

DZ - Corn Reamer - DZ
Congratulations Corn on being selected as a
Resident Advtsorl We knew you could do itl
Way to go"

9 1/2 month leose ol 215 E. Poe Rd.
Apis. Vary nk» opt, Large 1 bedroom

Fried
CHICK6N
BUFF6T

Call far showing. $320/mo.

Management Inc.
GREAT APT AVAILABLE at 830
Fourth St. Air conditioner, plenty of
parking. J300/mo

LB
1048 N. Main St. opts art) nice size
1 bdrm, unfamiihed, $300/mo„ 2
bdrm. unfurnished, $320/mo. w/12
mo least). Laundry facilitie on
premi

Thank you for the
BeauDlul Flowers and
all the other things
you do for me.
I LOVE YOU
PILL

(419)353-5800
Slop in our office located at 1045 N.
Main St. far a complete lilt of apis we
hove available.

35^0325 " CARTY RENTALS
Available 1994-95 school year - fuHy turn.
Al units - 2 aem. • 9 payment lease.
321 E. Merry - new 6 bdrm apt 2 full baths
316E Merry 2 bdrm apt.
3091/2 E. Merry • single rooms for males

IMMEDIATE HELP
10-30 hoursAveek, flexible schedule.
(9 starling pay No experience necessary
Apply soon Call 259-1117.
Introducing AVON STYLE: needed immediately 5 people to earn up to 50% taking Avon
orders. Stan by March n and receive SiO
worth of new products FREE. Benefits & package. 686-3291 after 1 pm.

451 Thurstin Apts 106 A 119. Efficiencies, furnished Call John Newlove Real Estate at
354-2260
S20 E. Reed • only three toft

National Park Summer Jobe
• Over 2S.000 openings'
(including hotel stall, tour guides, etc.)
Benefits A bonuses)
Apply now for best positions.
Call 1-206-545 4604 ext N5544

2 bdrm apt, rum, acroea from Campus,
extra tforage, rraa water A sewer, w«eher/dryer. Cell Nswlova Rentele.
362-6620, our only office.

Ohio's premier northcoait hotel ia now accepting applications for summer employment. The
Radtseon Harbour kin Sandusky. Ohio will bo
hosting a summer employment job fair on
March 22.23, 24 at the hotel Work on the bay
this summer! Competative wages, free meals,
uniforms, and a seasonal incentive offered.
Radisson Harbour Inn
2001 Cleveland Road
Sandusky. Oho 44670

606 1/2 E Wooster and 2 bedroom apart
ments no more than 2 blocks from campus. A
varispnng and lall. DAG Rentals 267-3233
Efficiency Units AVAILABLE
for SHORT or LONG TERM
IOEAL tor Graduate STUDENTS
Completely furnished w/ful CABLE
HBO. util, phone A use ol pool
all ind. LOCATED NEAR CAMPUS
CALL 352 7365 or 352-1520

Restaurant Help
Part-time lunches
Apply at either Perrysburg Subways.

FOR RENT FALL
4 bdrm. turn.' 402 S College
3 bdrm. turn.'831 8 835 Fifth
AVAILABLE MAY
1 bdrm. turn ■ 319 1/2 Ridge St

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

S7S0/wk Alaska hshenea this summer. Man
time ServCTS I 206*60-0219

'84 Sunbird . New exhaust, radiator and
brakes, automatic. A/C. Well maintained, relable $600 00 353-5604.

Call 352 9392. John Frobose

250

COUNSELORS 8 INSTRUCTORS
needed)
Private, coed summer campin PoconoMtns ,
NE Pennsylvania. Lohikan, Box 234BG.
Kenilworth. NJ. 07033 (908) 276-0998

AA CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING EARN BIG
SSS 8 TRAVEL THE WORLD FREEl CARK3BEAN, EUROPE, ETC.
SUMMER/PERMANENT POSITIONS AVAILABLE
GUARANTEED SUCCESSI CALL (919)
929 4396 EXT C78
Arthur Victor Painting. Inc. is searching lor ambitious students to fill summer management
positions m Dayton and throughout Ohio.
Complete training and field support. High income potential 1 -800-775-4745.
CAMP COUNSELORS AND ACIIVIIY SPt
CIALISTS
WANTED FOR CAMP COURAGEOUS A
RESIDENTIAL
SUMMER CAMP FOR PEOPLE WITH MENTAL
RETARDATION ANO DEVELOPMENTAL
DISABineS.
CONTACT THE CAMP DIRECTOR, ONE
STRANAHAN SO
SUITE 540. TOLEDO. OH 43604-1900
(419)242-4412
COUNSELORS-INSTRUCTORS needed! 100
positions! Coed summer camp. Pocono
Mis.
PA. Good salary/tlpe! (908) 689-3339.

1981 Chevrolet Citation
NEW Tires. Brakes
Shocks. Struts, Spnngs
S500 ob.o
Call Brett at 353-9913

Feeling
Polar?
Get Solar!

Houses -18 2 bedroom apartments
9 month - summer - year leases
352-74S4

1984 Jeep Wagoneer
91,000 miles, $3000 o t> o.

Call 874 3056
IBM Compatible Computer. Swan XT 10. 40
meg hard drive. 5 1/2" floppy drive, VGA color
monitor, includes software, STAR NL 10 printer, 85000 bo. Call 352-2914.

MT VERNONAPTS
802 SIXTH ST.
currently renting tor 1994-95
spacious, fully furnished 2 bedroom
A*3, diswashers, washer/dryer.
1 1/2 baths
Call 354 0401 or stop by Apt. 2
Now leasing
1 -2-3 bedroom apartments 8 houses
354-8800 - We do allow pell

Pagers • $99.95 complete w/ activation.
3 months air time, & local phone number
Bee Gee Rental 1 Sales 352-4648.

One bedroom apartment.
128 S. Summrt lor Summer 1994.
1-267-3341

Two brand new speakers for sale aa well aa a
Murray mountain bike. Best offer on both. Call
Bob at353- 3413
Woman's Gucci Watch
For Sale lor $200, paid $325

Call 35*6028

HAVE YOU CALLED
MOM A DAD LATELY?

FOR RENT

\ * I

1141/2 9. Main
1 bdrm, unfum, downtown, washer 8 dryer in
building, free water $ sewer. Call Newlove
Rentals, 352-5620, our only office.

Counselors Wanted. Trim down fitness, co-ed,
NYS camp. 100 positions: sports, crafts, many
others. Camp Shane, Femdale NY, 12734.
(914)292-4045.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING
Earn up to S2.000 plus/month on
Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies.
Summer A Full-Time employment available
No experience necessary.
For info call 1 -206-634-0468 est C5544

GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS
800- THIRD ST.
Now renting for 1994-95
(12m/ach. year) and sum "94
FuHy furnished 1 BR 8 2 BR Units.
Excellent location Reasonable rates
Call 352 4066 or stop by
thebui'ding.flO

12 speed FreeSpint BikeSSO
T1-81 Graphing Calculator *45
Super NESZel da 130
ALL PRICES NEGOTIABLE
CallEnc@354.7604

AA ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT JOIN
THE GOLD RUSH TO ALASKA'S FISHERIES
INDUSTRY! EARN S5.0O0/MO IN CANNERIES, PROCESSORS. ETCI MALE OR FEMALE. NO EXPERIENCE REQUIRED.
ROOMrBOARD/TRAVEL OFTEN PROVIDEDI GUARANTEED SUCCESSI (919)
929-4398 EXT.A78

Costa Rica
Guatemala
Mexico City
Caracas

3 bedroom apartment.
Available immediately.
354-6800 • We do allow pets

fCOUPON
■ MEDIUM-1 ITEM
PIZZA
Open 4 pm

WITH THIS
COUPON
EXP. 3/21/94
Additional name Or
Chicago style - 7St Extra

$465

I

I

Cal 852-6188 FOP Fres Delivery |
I

l^iZO
<>g3 N Moh It., Bowling Brian
BG's Most Award - Winning Pizza!

.

t

SPRING BREAK SPECIAL

$245*
$235*
$199*
$235*

AT

ULTRA TAN

* faiw we each *ey from Otto ca« based on
(OaixSiD t^/chase "axes ana reanctioro may
accV Ca:'» other wc^av^otOcsnaoorn

1 -3 subleasers needed for
summer 3 bdrm. ApL on
Main St. Call 354-0123
or 353-1138.

325 L WOOSTER ST.
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)

I-12 TANS $25
• 25 TANS $45
352-2356
|

Council Travel |
8 E. 13th. Ave. Columbus, OH 43201

3 subleasers needed. Large 3 bedroom house.
Available In May. Cheap rentl Call Jenna al
35341307.
Help! OSU Transfer student needs a room for
the rest of spring semester Currently driving
200 miles a day from Delaware Price range
under $200.0uVmonth. Prefer within walking
distance of campus. Roommate of any race.
gender, etc. welcome Call (614)369-8005 aak
lor John or leave a message.

1-614-294-8696
Call for a FREX Student Travels majaiine

i

FREE

FREE

3J

LtiK *

m
LL Early 80's Dance - m
LU
-n
Free!
LLI
Jl
tr
m
LL Kreischer Quod Cafeteria m
WFAl - DJ.
LU
■n
Thursday, March 10

LU
LU

from 8-12.
Refreshments served.

u_

Sponsored by Honors

LU
LU

Student Association

□I

LL.

FREE

FREE

'iv

FREE Tl

tr

LU

jour

__rft<<:!:...iiinii,,i'..>s^

LU

FREE

Cleanest Beds, Newest Bulbs,

NO OUT OF POCKET EXPENSE
l!llll'"'li,'

LL.

Management Inc.

Tutor lor bright 4th grade girt in spelling, puncuation and handwriting.
Call 352-8117 ask lor Daw)

1 bdrm apts. free gas heat, water A sewer, fur
man, dose to Campus. Call Newlove Rentals.
our only office at 352-5620.
^^^

TOMVBUO

LU

Management Inc.

Sublessor nooded immed Nice apt
Call 352 6632

Earn cash stuffing envelopes a! home All materials provided. Send SASE to P.O. Box 395,
Olaftie.KS 66051

Wanted ASAP - Mf roommate Own room,
located across from campus Possibly summer. Call 353-2131.

KAPPA ' KKG ' KAPPA
KAPPA VIP's are totally great
Your sisters ere behind you. Keep
smiling and remember we love you an I
KKG'KAPPA'KKG

Love,
Frieda 92/93
Teme

Management Inc.

IHnner:

Subleaser needed for
142 Buttonwood Apt. A
Starting Now
Drop by anytime or if
nol home, contact Newfove
on South Mam

Interested in HSACouncil lor 94-95?
You can "Shadow*' Counal members to learn
more about it. (Attend council meetings or
committee meetings, or just talk to council
members).
Exciting positions available.
Call Christine lor more info at 2-1466.

WANTED

Fresh Carved
ROAST B66F

Sublease Apt A on Buttonwood Nowl
Call 352-5620 (9-5 P m )
alter 5 30 call 352 2006

Don't forget to vote for Krtalln Cos and Stacy
Sprung tor USG Senator at Large Vote on
March 8th a 9th at the Union Oval or Jerome
I ityaryi Support your sistersl

DZ OZ DZ
We love our awesome new members!
You all are greatl Keep up thai
DZ spiiill
DZ' DeltaZeta'DZ

Luncheon:

Roommate Wanted to share 1 bedroom Apt.
Summer 6 Fall 1994 Honest - Serious Student Approi S200/month plus 1/2 utilities
Call Debbie at 353-3428

320 Elm • Free heal

DtBenederto's is now hiring summer and fall
personnel Apply ?-5dairy. 143? E. Wooaier

i ■ •{

| ;t- i

Hbvi' fci'"'!! i

OUR OFFICE POLICY
IF YOU HAVE QUALIFYING HEALTH INSURANCE.WE
WILL ACCEPT WHATEVER YOUR PLAN PAYS AS
PAYMENT IN FULL. YOU DON'T EVEN HAVE TO PAY
YOUR DEDUCTIBLE OR CO-PAYMENT BECAUSE WE
ARE WILLING TO ASSUME THEM.
THIS MEANS
TREATMENT WONT COST YOU ANYTHING OUT OF
YOUR POCKET.

JU

m
m

AFFORDABLE CHIROPRACTIC

Tl

1072 N. MAIN
354-6166

Tl

m
m
Tl
TJ

m
m

iiiiiiiiiiiiflillS I

Dr. R. Beliveau, D.C. • DR. L

FOSTER, D.C.

■

